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tot" >ur friends who may have communications, cb■rvations, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest,
p raining to this department, are requested to communicate the '.line to I)r. Putnam Simonton,
boarsport, who
will prepar- the same tor publication, ii ol sufficient im■

portance.
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i*' Uw first to develop, and is the form and foundation of the mind and soul elements, it should first
o«’ trained and <• u**«i
for; and that the young mind,

con.skU.T-

!■
«r youthful body.
proper raiment for
Wh* icwithal shall the vougg mind he clothed V
when, by whom and what methods it shall be
u“V—this is the theme of cur present thoughts.
Man is a three fold being; it physical, a mental,
oi l a moral or spiritual.
The first is the body

getting first it> !>. >1 knowledge from studying its
surroundings, should not he diverted from this and
-o injured hy a to#
cany or too constant putting to
dry and artificial hook study.

1

whi* h for

time he lives in, and which like

a
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NATURAL SCIENCE.

n

wraps and protects the others. Man thinks,
c'lt'Oiis, wills, judges. &c.; this is the mental or
intellectual part, and during life is entirely depend-

or material part.
Ygain—lie lead. Arc. Much i- thrown out in volcanic erupfears: and has aspiration* for tions which forms a
large source of the commercial
and beyond all that the mat- rial 1

b

mental of hi

supjily.

tlii" i- tie-moral
•jniinial l im 11f of his tatuiv.
O*.
vc 11;e
lose, the inseparable relation oi
; ns
tin.lepartmenls. If tin body be wanting
-■•rnial matual and force. tin others fail in pro■•'.on, a- seen in sickm-s and death : if this ex*t
in propci condilions, the others wanting in
>•
t
and force, man U only a splendid animal.
•*■

rui’K.

hope*.

hates;

'•thing lusjltci
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This is one of the simple e’emenls. is
quit*- abundant in nature, seldom existing pure,
but usually mixed with other substances, as iron,

he physical

■<!;
•'
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bug atlord
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It is oue of the six organic element- which alone
forms -11 \egetable and animal things,—this being
only in -mail proportion. The turnip, the onion,
mu-lard. horseradish, &c:, owe their peculiar
flavors to "ii.- of which sulphur is an ingredient.
In hair and horn i; amounts from ;} too percent.;

■

moral, writes the history of everv tyrant
and oppressor in the world: from blood-thirsty
-to :.ud ( aligula of old to the treasury and bank

and eggs are quite rich in it. it being the thing
whit li blacken- silver spoons when put into eggs.
Sulphur unites with the metals, and such compounds an* called sulpluirets; as wilh iron to form
sulphurd of iron, which is sometimes called pyrites, and looks very much like gold. We often
receive packages of it for examination with the injunction keep secret"; blit it is all worth no more
than so much iron and sulphur, and is used chiefly
in making copperas. A rich widow once married
man who had a mountain of this on his
place;
:,nd when it proved only this poor sulphur and
iron instead of gold, she sought to be unmarried,
-ay mg ai! the great riches she had married for
was only the vile stufl'that
curesjthe itch."
And it sulphur sometimes cures il* also kills im-

t ohber-, gold gamblers and myriad kinds ,.| sp“< ulatoi- and scoundrel* in our times and midst.
Train tiie moral without the mental to guid< it,
ami you havv the blind religious bigot and the fanan
of every make and degree, whose march

| mensely, being one of the essential ingredients of
When united with oxygen it forms
| gun-powder.
sulphuric acid which is the scientific, name for that
| di 'ructivc stuff called oil of vitriol; the very thing
jealous mistresses throw into their lover's faces to

■

Hence education must he three-told in its nature
also—physical, mental and moral; and they ran
n
more be separated without peril than can the
tbi-.-e departments of Lie human being.
Sc
vhal results from training one of them to
(live
r.Jir neglect or at the expense of the others,
mil
good physical education alum*, and In bonne* the bloody gladiators of ancient ltome; the
shoulder-hitter-* and
lii-'
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oil'-
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ong tin age may lie traeeil by what rivers of hublood : The crusades trampling out million-

mai

of humun lives in vain pursuit of
mera; the ]»iou* I-abella of Spain,

their

beauty putting out both beauty and sight.
sulphuric acid unites with a thing the

\\ hen this

man

religious chi- compound is called a sulphate: as with iron to
encouraging if form sulphate of iron which is common copperas;
Inquisition; Cotton with lime to form sulphate of lime which is the
a

-rablislii .g the horrid
itb.-i
with his witeh-erall and all its woes;
counties* similar acts to the present hour; ai! show
how great a wrong is training tin* mom! faculties
alone
not

d

VV ben and in what order shall thi- three-lold
location beginr At the earliest dawn of life and
in the natural order< f human development which
i- that of body, mind soul.
Seek those mean- and

I

gypsum or plaster of Paris used as a fertilizer—the
objeci here being to get sulphur into plants. Why
not usi -olid sulphury
Water won't dissolve it,
but wiL m the form of sulphates.
This same sulphate of lime or gypsum, when
v,t.\ pure, is called alabaster—the box in the Scriptures which held the1* precious ointment;’’ is the
white, waxy -tone of which many bou-ehold orna-

then, which tend to make good health ments are made; and the famous stone
giant reconstitutions; right clothing of which cently exhumed at Syracuse, X. V., is formed of it.
we lately spoke: propel fund;
bathing; good air:
Strange as it may seem, this powerful, caustic oil
due exercise, At., are educational m* asures of the of vitriol united with
magnesia form- the mild and
highest order d! through infancy, childhood and us'Tul medicine—Epsom Salts—so called because
youth.
at one time chiefly made at
Epsom, England. So
Thi- must be in and by direction, mainly, of the ! a do-e oj
salt-” 1- a dose of oi' of vitriol and magfamily. And on scare, ly any subject, we think, arc nesia.
right views so much wanting, both in theory and
w •' 11:ive now l»ricllv <• msidercd the six organic
piaeu,. as inj thi-. While most parents de-in?.' elements
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen,
measures,

and sound

•*
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have yon lived here?’
I’ve only been here a
There is a land where beauty will not fade.
day or two. There, sir; do you want anyNor sorrow dim the eye:
Where true hearts will not sink nor be dismaved.
thing more ?'
And love will tun er die.
‘No;’ I. was arrayed in my best apparel,
Toil me, I fain would go,
and looked well, though my whiskers, instead
I For I am burdened with a heavy woe;
of being trimmed, were >f early growth,
| The beautiful have left me all alone;
and had neve; been of any length.
The true, the lender, from my path have gone,
1 was met at the foot of the stairs by the
And I am weak and fainting'with despair ;
Where is it? Tell me, where?
irrepressible Mr. Dunbar.
‘it's all fixed,’ said he. ‘You’ll be married
Friend, thou must trust to him who trod before,
1 had different arrangements made ;
The lonely path of life ;
at onee.
Must bear in meekness, as He meekly bore,
was going to give you and Hose a chain e to
and toil, and strife.
Sorrow,
!
get acquainted; out the railroad deity spoilThink how the Son of (rod
ed that. The Ib v. Mr I .awson is here, t.'ome
These thorny paths has trod:
Think how lie longed to go,
right along. A stiff upper lip. now.’
i Vet tarried out for Thee the appointed woe.
lie led me into a long reception room.
A tiny,
Some ladies shook hands with me.
Think of His loneliness ill places dim.
When no mail comforted nor eared for Him :
golden haired creature was put at my side.
Think how He prayed, unaided amt alone,
The clergvman married us. Then there was
: In that dread agony. "Thy will be done!"
a chatter of congratulations.
Friend, do not then despair,
One woman with a horrible scarlet headChrist, in his heaven of heavens, will hear tliv
dress put her head on my arm and drew me
prayer.
aside.
'Wlml iiiTiin0*'*!lights iiiiYij you u5;uI■1 for
SMITH S GOOD LUCK.
your wedding trip ?’ asked she.
I was always a lucky fellow, and the most
‘None,’ I answered, truthfully
fortunate thing that ever happened to me was
■But you are going to New York for a
week or two r
being born a Smith. Listen.
Three years ago i had just been jilted, and
1 thought New York us good a place as
out of money.
That doesn’t sound 'ueky; any it I expected to go somewhere, and
| but it was the prelude to the best of luek. 1 answered yes.
i concluded to go down to Plymouth, to mv
‘Aunt Soph}',’ said i trembling lint.- voice
uncle’s house—partly that tin; murmurs of at our elbows, ‘what must 1 do now'.”
|! the
sea might soothe my inward perturbation,
‘Run up stairs and put on your traveling,
! and partly to save a month’s board.
dress, eldld. Your Aunt Margaret will assist
I stepped on board the early down train.
you.’
It was full of silly six o’clock passengers,
It was my wife. She never looked at me,
men.
The
sun
was
on
the but ran away again.
mostly
shining
water, but the fog was hugging the banks,
Refreshments were circulating, i tried very
and clinging to the burnished surface of the hard not to go crazy.
tide. I suppose a poet could have made
At last Dunbar came to me again.
‘All ready, Smith. Carriage is waiting.
something pretty out of the sight, but I onlywrapped myself closer in my overcoat, and You’ll catch the evening train with smart,
looked at iL sulkily. After a while I got list- driving.’
ening to two men who sat behind me.
They hustled me out again, kissed Rose,
•A pretty girl with a fortune isn’t always to shook hands with me, and we two, alone,
be had for the asking.’
were driving pell-mell to the depot.
1 bought tickets for New York, gave Sambo
‘Oh, but the girl isn't askral, 1 take it. It’s
all arranged by her aunts, and she’ll acqui- live dollars, and we were oil'.
esce.
She’s shining pretty, but a mere child
Well we got into New York about mid—not sixteen, I believe.
They had another night. I look a carriage to the St. Nicholas,
fellow booked for her, but he died in New took rooms, looked the door and told my wife
]
Orleans of the yellow fever last fall.’
all about it.
•And she’s never seen this Smith?’
She looked at me awhile with her great
‘No, nor they either. The aunts plotted j blue eyes, and then said innocently:
with Mr. Dunbar, the guardian, and he picked
■Well, 1 don't know as it make an? differSmith iqi for them, opened a correspondence, ence.’
and got Hose to write a letter or two. Smith
After all what difference did it maker Tire
professes to be in love with her letters, and dishevelled young man with the bumped foreher picture; but of course
it’sjthe money— head proved to be the expected Smith, but he
forty thousand if she marries before she’s j didn’t arrive until hail" an hour after our deseventeen.’
parture.
•If the girl amounts to anything it’s a deue-,
Dunbar came after u~. raving, but there
oil shame 1’
was nothing to lie done.
‘She does amount to something. She has
Rose was satisfied; the oilier man wasn’t,
the making of a splendid woman in her, and but I imagine lie was a fellow ot bad luck.
nobody knows it, or cares. They are bent
only on saving the money for her. If she
DEATH OF A MISER.
forfeits it, it goes to some pot charity of her
Allen, an aged boarder at Taylor’s
Lyman
crazy old grandfather’s. He was always an Hotel, in Jersey City, X .)., was found dead
old tyrant, and as eccentric as the d—1.’
sitting in a cliair in his own room. Ilis death
‘You know Smith?’
was (inly reported on the following morning,
Orly by sight, but I know a chum ot his, but there were circumstances developed on
Burton, and got the story, with a copy of aj Friday which surround his life and death
letter of the girl’s. I’ve seen her many a with
peculiar interest. His brother, Thomas
time down on the shore, always with her
Allen, of Groton, Conn., in company with a
dragon aunts.’
sister, the only relatives of the deceased, ar■\\ here’s the letter r
rived on that day and took charge of the
‘I’ve got it here in my wallet. Now you
corpse. They examined also the two dilapithe
sort
ol‘
know
a man won’t have his
right
dated trunks that were standing in a corner of
girl’s letters hawked among his associates. their brother’s bed-room, and in one of them
He let llurton take this copy, and Burton were found stocks and
bonds, deeds and segave it to me. Let me see—this is it. Listen. curities of various descriptions representing
I)i;.u: )li:. Smith. My aunts wish me to reply $600,000.
The New York Times adds:
THE LAND OF REST.
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their children’s minds to be cultivated and to shine,? phosphorus and
sulphur; so called because they
how few reflect that the mind force can no more alone
compose the structures of all vegetable and
kav» power to acquire knowledge, without body animal
things: all other tilings found in them bepovvei to rest upon and to back it up. than steam ing considered only foreign
substances, like “chips
tV*r<
can exist without the machinery that gener- in
porridge.” And our readers, especially agriculites it
This i- specially trim a* t- : xt r« i-e, and tural ones.—tor the
subjects of those natural
more a- to girls than boy>.
As lib- bounds thro' science article*- are the foundation of all
agriculture
the youthful frame, every nerve and fibre are and
horticulture,—may timl some interest and prolit
aglow with animal have, whos; natural balance in the following tabic- of what some vegetable and
and regulator i- m.m- ulur motion. Think, then, animal
thing- are made of. The proportions are
of the haruifid repression of tho-c ibices by re- so
many parts in a 100.
quiring young children 1.. -it d\ solid hours a day
Wheat. Potatoes, l'ous, Flesh. Kggs.
•:
dm harde-t and mod uncoml'ortabi.
-MU
of seats,
14.0
40.5
51.7
54.0
Carbon,
5..s
5.s
0.2
<;.«>
7.4
Hydrogen,
ally h*' feet not touching the floor; if looking
4... 1
It.;
40.0
2.M
21.2
Oxygen,
>
at
2.;
1.5
right r left, or giv ing the least kick or wig1.5..
4.2
15.8
.Nitrogen,
Phosphorus and
to your kind letter.
I do not know what to say. 1
gl- to Uu.off this surplus animal force, thwack goc>
2.4
4.0
1.0
3.1
1.0
Sulphur,
am not accustomed to writing to gentlemen, but l
V>’ ■ell yon, parent .u i guardian- of
tb'
lg> 1
i
must
tell
that
was
you
sorry to have Aunt Sophy
100.0
100.0
iOO.O 100.0 100.0
tie
hihin-n from much pr:mti< ai acquaintance
send you that picture of me; 1 am not near so pretIb 'v wond'-rful and yet so simple the work of
1 i.
:-mu- ■!
-'■!.."■>!
a
-e.uimn and poor
ty. It Halters me very much. You are so handsome
Nature; ihost six substances as, difl’crently com- that you will want a beautiful wife; so 1 don't
imm.grants
shipboard: not convicts inourpri-think you ought to he deceived. 1 don’t want to he
bined,
a
little
nunc
of
one and less of another,
1
not slaves in tll iI day of .bondage
ver silfl’ermarried; hut my aunts say 1 must, on account of
-i J wrong, tyi-amiv and rueltv like them. make all the countless objects in the whole animal the money : and perhaps it may turn out all
right.
and
from
rudest
brute
lib*
to
■■gullible
creation;
I am very lonely here. I would like to live in a
1 -i
:l in) treatment can ruin those harps of a |
V.»m simplest moss and herb to plan! and large city, and Aunt Sophy says you would do
Ihousatni strings,
give then lives only such mu- [man;
everything to please me.
tree.
•i' t- «lim.
an vriie
tVoiu broken instruments, !
Have volt any sisters? Will your mother like
me?1 I ale ays wanted sisters, anil a mother of my
thii detcrt ns their physlca! » dueation. We
POISONOUS CLOTH.
own.
1 do not know what else to tel! you, except
v,
km>\\
»y many parents who -end their children,
■si c
the appearance of our articles on wearing that if you love me, I will do whatever you want
e'en uitder the school age, t•. -ohool.
not to learn
Very, truly yours,
flannels f.»r inner garments, many say they cannot me Jo...
but to get the noisy things out a the wav," With
Rose Rodgeks.’
•'O v *ar them, as
excite intolerable irritation
they
all -ueh the rickets an better than the rackets.
There were comments upon, and a laughof the skin; and when asked the color of the cloth
For better fasten them up in tie barn, or e\en a
discussion of the letter, which was certhey invarially answer red. Of course this color, ing
;>anvl, with freedom of motion, ami .-rickets and in
tainly
very unique. But as we rattled along
of
delicate
if
to
skin,
persons
especially
subject
there was a bump, a shock, the ears stood
vs allow- to make them music
('util six or .-even
imiiM or 'kin eruptions, will create great irritastill, and everybody was in consternation.
is the body you want to educate, if during this
tion and discomfort; for this beautiful red dye, as
‘We are off the track; be patient a little
time a child, more as a pastime than a labor, learns
w<T as many of the brilliant paints, the crimson
while,’ said the conductor, passing through.
•; letters and in some cases gets into o,:-y
reading, coloring of candy, the
with
which laterouges
But in consequence of this little accident,
u is well enough: but nine time- in ten the one
hom>. arsenic-eating girls seek to restore faded it was two o’ clock before we
got down in
v ho has never seen a book at that age, hut ha.- laid
beauty,—all come from just about the same article Plymouth. As we swarmed out upon the
it- foundations broad and deep on the solid rock of
that doctor* make blisters with;—a red llv growing platform, I noticed a very pale young man,
physical culture will, at ten, far outstrip the one •iiii llv t Mexico, whose scientific name is coccus, not unlike
myself in looks, emerge front the
pushed into early study : just as the young man known in commerce and the arts a- cochineal. foremost car—his coat sleeve torn out, and a
who stood only average t his college /(ear- otf the
Th .alluring and snap of artificial alcoholic liquors violent purple bruise on Ids forehead.
world's prizes in after life, while lie who then
‘If that should be the lover Smith, now,’
ai- »
mil- from this poisonous
bug. And so we
shone with “the tir<t parts** is ne'er heard of
would ad i •* ill. unless experience has proved its said I to myself, ‘what a plight he is in !’
more.
He seemed very much cut of humor, and
safety. nor to war red clothing next the skin; and
for small hoys tic very host teachers are jackbeckoned angrily to a haekman, jumping in;>s to candy-eaters, the restorers of lost beauty, and
to a carriage, and desiring to lie taken to the
knife, gimlflet, saw and hammer^ the hall and kite: the consumers of
bad liquors, if they must eat,
best hotel. After this 1 saw several other
legs to run, climb and slide. For giti- whose hab- rouge with, and
driug bugs, we would earnestly
more or less disordered and bruised
its md mode of lift impose upon them more repersons
rcr iiumend tin- good old-fashi-mod bed-bug, which,
by the railroad accident.
train!, let them run too : !*r them dig, swim, skate, in spite of the
house
wives
annualslaughter
good
I was leaving the depot when a colored
sii !-•. tanec, play ball; let them do anything short
ly make among them, are still reasonably plentiful coachman bowed before me.
<>i unsexing themselves that shall
give them that in the land; as much cheaper thanthe foreign ones; j
•Beg pardon, sir—Mr, Smith ?’
hfghest and best of id. earthly things—a sound tfer and better every way.
mind in a healthy body.
H arnage is waiting.
Step this way, it you
ThF i- physical education but it is in the highTiie Prairie Farmer well suv that the iueUieieut
sir.’
please
est tlegr e mental al--*.
those clothing of the extremities,particularly ol chihlrcn,
Many object to

Ilis life during tile last tix
years Mail been
I In was a man of over sevmost remarkable.

••

enty, and so infirm that he consumed half an
hour if not more in coming down from his
Yet he lived upon
room to the dining room.
the highest lloor to save money, and was
never known when upon the streets to use a
horse ear, saying that they had the elicet to
make people lazy, and lie would not patronize them. He came from his room to his
meals blit once a day, eating the very smallHe sought
est quantity of the cheapest food
no society, and would permit no person to
enter his room but the chambermaid, and she
but once a week. While she arranged his
room he invariably watched her closely.
To an observer the room contained very
little that was worth watching. Two old
trunks, a scanty wardrobe, made up of cheap
ready-made coats, two hats, one white, the
other black, and both thirty years old; patched
shoes and boots, a copy of Webster’s Dictionary, a Bible, and a medical book, were all
that the room contained, audits situation and
interior desolateness made it a dreary abode.
The old man had lived here alone for nearly
six years, declining all the while to see any
visitors, for, he said, they came only because
they thought he had money; that they were
mistaken; for he was very poor, and had
great dilliculty in paying his board bills.
His brother and sister, who took charge of
his effects, yesterday gave our reporter a brief
sketch of his life. He was born in Groton,
Conn., in 1797, and was sent at an early ago
by liis father to work in a grocery store in
New London.
Finding that his employer
was dishonest, and that he used false weights
and measures, the hoy runaway and returned
to his home.
He soon procured a situation in
a store, remaining there fora number of years
until in 1827 he came to New York and engaged in business as a commission merchant.
Becoming interested in stock speculations,
under the advisement and in partnership with
Jacob Little, Mr Allyn amassed a large fortune which subsequent speculations did much
to reduce.
He was a bachelor, and had lor thirty or
forty years been in some degree averse to all
society, but his eccentricities were not so
marked as they were during the six or seven
years preceding his death. During his stay
at Taylor’s Hotel he was occupied entirely in
looking after the value or and the interest
upon Ids bonds and stocks, keeping his business, however, in so great secrecy that not
even the proprietor of the hotel had the faintest intimation that his guest was a wealthy
capitalist. His hills were paid with the greatest promptitude, hut beyond this fact no person in the hotel had grounds for supposing
that the old man had a dollar. His occupation, meantime, was entirely unknown, and
many speculations were indulged in by his
fellow boarders touching the work which
kept the recluse so much confined to Ids gar-
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fooli.-h plays as so much loss of precious time;*'
but when does the human mind v.t lay in ,-u h a
grand stock *>f knowledge a during infancy and
al ly childhood?
So close student or professor, no
philosopher or professional man hard at their work
over learn more tacts, get more
knowledge in a
month, than the child puling in its mother's arms
gd hi that time. H< is a little great philosopher;
s« :tmg
lamps and inkstand-; breaking crockery:
burning lingers, and doing countless such acts, get-

punished therefor.—not for mischief."
usually said, hut because the y oung soul is

ting well
i-

i'

using

his limbs and sense-

■ak*

into

itself

as

tendrils to seize and

knowledge of things; colors,
beat, light, form, size, distance and solidity What
school so great, fUrni-hing the frame of all future
learning.
An ! 1'rom <>ut these
useless plays” of childhood
a

**

looks the ftiture man—and woman. In the cornstalk fiddle, the shingle vessel, the mill
upon the
tiny stream, tie flies impaled on a pin, the carved
hip, the mimic arts of preachers and pleaders of
Utvhood, you may read the arts, employments and
destiny of them as men, unless, by the usual errors of thought and action, you
blindly stamp out
this budding of genius! Trace back the
of

history

nearly all those whose names stand forever a- the
benefactors of mankind: the inventors in the arts,
the discoverers in the sciences that bless the world,
and you will find they about all struck out into the
paths they aflc rwards gloriously trod, not by early
book-learning but as the result of body-training,—
physical education. Thus the Chaldean shepherds
of old became eminent astronomers of those times;

Ferguson, the Scottish shepherd, did :i000 years
them; inventing or at least improving the
printing press fitted Franklin to make the machinery that brought the lightnings down; work-

as

after

ing

stone mason among the rocks made Hugh
great geologist; Faraday, working his
way up from a carpenter's l>eneh, became the eminent chemist and
philosopher; West, the great
as a

Miller

a

portrait painter, making his first attempts with
cat’s tail lor

history.

a

brush.

And

so

all

along

a

the line of

\ et we would not be misunderstood. We undervalue not good schools Of Which we shall
speak
next week; hut would
impress upon all our reader- and friend < 1li*-c
important fads A- the

body

LIFE IN AN ENGLISH LIGHT HOUSE.

long

| From

‘Don’t know sir.

...

1 followed him, wondering if indeed my
uncle had sent up a carriage. It used to he
my aunt’s pet hobby—a barouche, with the
old English oat of arms, which had, indeed,
belonged to us, but bad been in disguise since
warm bath, one of the most effectual equalizers of the impoverishment of Raleigh Smith, of
1 wasn’t quite sure what they
the circulation, relieves very many of such attacks. England.
The bail effects of this system of attire, both in in- wore, but believed it was a sword, and a helfants and children, arc made more
aggravating to met upon a piece of parchment; but it provall philosphic minds bv the l'acl that, as a general ed to be a
pen and a sword against a pallete,
rule, there is no sent \.f necessity fm it. Il is, in which nas
yciy appropriate, as there bad
most eases, only a miserable expedient to satisfy
been scholars, artists, and military men
a despicable pride which the
parents have in the
plump, fair form and appearance of the parts of the among our ancestors.
chihl exposed; no other sufficient excuse can be of‘All well r 1 asked good-naturedly.
fered. (iod has blessed the child with fair arms,
‘All well,’ answered Saiubo with a grin,
and chest, and legs, and the parents condemned
the door. Then he looked back to
shutting
him to suffer pain and sickness, because he lias
them. We call this pride despicable; that cannot say with a grin :
‘Ladies very gay this morning.’
be otherwise which injures any human being, cerIf my stalely Aunt and cousins were gay,
tainly not that which causes a mother to injure her
child. Then this state of tilings is, not (infrequent- it was
certainly worth remarking; so I
ly, I he result of the parents’jealousy lest somebody
a little and Sambo chuckled
again
else’s baby may he more beautiful than their own. laughed
Let all the children have their limbs and necks well and jumped upon his seat.
We rattled through the streets, under an
covered. The extremities of the hodv should always
be well protected, and kept warm and comfortable, arch, up an avenue.
Things began to look
then as the children grow up and reach their teens,
ret.
strange.
they will not expose their arms, and the upper
‘Where are we?’ I asked, as Sambo opened
Wednesday afternoon die bill collector took
carts of the c-hest, from choice, to the disgust of the
the carriage-door. ‘Do they live here ?’
Mr Allyn’s bill to Ids room, knocked, received
correct thinking everywhere.
‘Tes sir. Here's Mr. Dunbar, sir.’
no answer, and could gain no admittance.
At the same moment an elderly gentleman He threw the bill into the room over the door
How to Clean Barley. When barley is dry
and in good condition, and is thrashed with a ma- rushed out to the terrace to meet me.
and went away. The day wore away, and at
chine, the beards arc all knocked off and the barley
Smith you are wonderfully late,’ he the office it was remarked that the old gentle‘Why
is prepared for market by simply running it thro’
hands with me.
man was not so prompt as formerly in respondan ordinary fanning mill.
In England, where exclaimed, shaking
‘The cars ran off the track,’ I answered; ing to the presentation of his bill. Mr. Fisk, the
great attention is paid to the barley crop, and
where, owing to the fact that a high duty is charg- and before I could say anything else he hust- proprietor, went to the room, and receiving
ed on every bushel of barley converted into malt, it led me into the house.
no answer to his calls, the door was forced
is very desirable to have the barley of the highest
with your toilet open and the aged occupant was found lifeless
•Everything
ready.
Hurry
from
and
free
all
maiextraneous
entirely
quality,
come down.
Pity you trimmed your in his chair.
ler, they have a machine for breaking off the hoards. and
The examination of the trunk and contents
But in our dry climate, and where the maltsters whiskers so close; it alters your appearance
arc not so particular, there is less necessity for it.
very much. Robert help Mr. Smith dress. yesterday disclosed the fact that the old man
Much of our barley is sold as it comes from the
Right in here, Smith. Hurry now, the ladies owned stock in many of the best paying conmachine, without running it through a fanning arc
He owned stock in all
cerns in the country.
waiting.’
mill.
I found myself in a luxurious dressing- the principal railroads ini New Jersey, the
Blistered Hands and Feet. The speediest room, and a mulatto was respectfully in at- Erie Railroad, Atlantic aipl great Western,
remedy is to light a tallow candle and let the melt- tendance. I sat down and looked at him.
the Morris Canal and Banking Company, and
ed tallow drop in eolil water, then mix the tallow
‘What is your name?’
in the New York Central. Deeds for a
with strong spirits and rub it thoroughly into the
sir. Will you be so kind as to large amount of real estate in Long Island
‘Robert,
or
a
curathis
both
and
is
soles,
palms
preventive
and in the City of. Brooklyn, and a pile of
tive.
hurry, sir. They are waiting for you.’
I gave him the key to my portmanteau, State and county bonds, were found. With
Potato Yeast. Itoil eight potatoes, mash them and resigned myself to my fate, whatsoever these there was a will dated fifteen years ago,
flue; add to them a pint of silted flour, two table- it might be. But things were
very strange. bequeathing till his property to his brother
spoontuls of brown sugar, half a teaspoon of salt,
‘Where is my uncle?’ ‘Oh, yes sir,’ with a and sister.
three pints of boiling water. When cold add a cupThe body will be removed to Croton, Conn.,
ful of hot yeast. When fermented, put in a jar and bad attempt at not smiling, ‘he’s with the
eorl; tight.
ladies now.’
to be interred there.
induces irregularity of teini>eraturc and circulation
to the different parts of the body. To see that these
tend to produce convulsive diseases, we have onlv
to rolled upon the promptness with which the
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All around

our

All the Year

coasts,

as

Round.J

tho

sun

goes down,

twinkling lights breakout on each headland,
and, as the twilight deepens, and darkness
grows over the sea, their brilliancy increases
until they shine out from the blackness of
night with a “strange, unearthly splendor in
the glare." The sailor, too, overtaken by the
night, finds here and there, starting as it were
out of the sea, friendly lights, which guide

him

his way, or warn him of treacherous
shoals. The pillars of light far
away from land, surrounded by a dark and
often angry sea, are glorious witnesses of our
civilization; and they stand as monuments of
human skill and preseverance, and of man's
triumph over the dangers and difficulties of
building firm and enduring structures upon
on

rocks and

isolated

rock at sea.

The Wolf Hock, which rears its jagged
head about nine miles south west of the Land’s
End, and on which many a vessel has struck,
is on the eve of being converted from a treacherous enemy of tho mariner into a trustworthy guide and a true friend. The last stone
of a lighthouse on this rock was laid a short
time since, and comforting beams of light
will soon shine out from it over the neighbor-

ing

waters.

i no erection ot the

nght-house

on

the Won

LOST AND

FOUND

A New Hampshire correspondent of the
Boston Journal tells the following true story
of a gray-haired lover who ate his Thanksgiving dinner within thirty miles of Concord :
The hero of the story was born in the State
of New York, and passed his youth on a fertile farm in the valley of the Mohawk river.
In the course of time he was engaged to be
married. Before the nuptials were celebrated he became interested in another young
lady who also proved to be engaged, but between them thertwmon sprung tip a
strong
intimacy, which oimhe part of both was carefully concealed from the other parties concerned. They both were convinced that
their existing engagements were not the results of any deep seated love, but that a union
between themselves would lie productive of
the highest earthly happiness. The most
solemn pledges, however, had been made by
them, and like honorable persons thevjshrunk
Iroiu the idea of breaking their plighted vows.
In vain they waited, hoping that something
might occur which would cause the other
parties to give them release from matrimonial obligations. At length they met, as they
supposed, quite probably for the last time,
and parted only after pledging each other a
love which death only could destroy. The
man married and
emigrated to the \\'est and
the woman was united in hymcniul bonds
and settled on the shores of Oneida Lake.

The sea-si rpent is not dead
yet. Hematic
Ids annual appearance to (
apt. Allen, of the
ship Scottish Bride, while cruising oil Delaware Bay, on the ibid nil.
The < aptain says
he is about twenty-live feet in length, and
proportionately thick; his head was very large
and tint, while at each side,on the extreme edge,
were set two
bright, scintillating eyes, which
looked dangerous and wicked. His back was
covered with large scales like the crocodile,
about three inches in length, which hooked
and formed an impenetrable armor.
together
His belly was a tnwney yellow color, and alltogether hideous. He was necon.panicd by a
j smaller specimen of his own species. This
was but a tea feet in
length, 1 lit in shape
and color
closely resembled the larger one.
1 he sailors looked
upon it as something supernatural, and were not
disposed to meddle
with it. The thing was about four l'eet from
the vessel, was lying Vint a few feet below
the surface of the water, and was easily discernible to all on board. The < aptain gave
orders to have a boat lowered to attack the
monster, but in the meantime the attention
ot the smaller one was called to the presence
It raised a few inches above
of the vessel.
the surface, and then went toward its larg.jf
friend, and secerned to tell it of the circumstance ; but whatever transpired between
them, the larger one raised it' head a- though
to investigate its surroundings, and then,
with an easy motion, it dropped into the
In disappearing, it went head downocean.
ward, and its body described a circle like a
hook, its tail raising out of the water, which
the Daplain says, tapered off to a sharp
point, ('apt. Alien thinks that the monster
came from the regions of Florida, where lie
has often heard of similar creatures from
other shipmasters, and by following tin- warm
e.urreut of the (ritlf Stream it reached the
positio where he found it. Ill Ins opinion,
it is a deep water animal; and he accounts
for its anpearanee so near the surface by the
fact of ,he dark day, and the iicnsier not
knowing how high up lie w:,-.

lioek rivals the great works of former days.
The rock is completely covered at high water,
and shows only two feet above low water.
these occurrences happened nearly tilty
In 18(11 the Trinity House authorities resolvyears
ago. The western adventurer proved a
ed to commence the building of a light-house
good husband and a kind lather and grew inon it: in March, 1802, work was
on
begun
to middle
age a widely known and inlluenthe rock.
tial citizen. Prosperity attended him and
Si.on.M-: Twins. Wc lind the following
and
it
has
in
Slowly
surely
progressed,
wealth and many friends came to him. After inlerestii g particulars in regard in tln-ni in
of
innumerable
A
obstacles.
spite
workyard twenty years of married life his wife was the Bristol Xew
was established at I’enzanee. where the stones
taken from him, but children remained to
•‘Their surname is Bunki r, and their gi'
were prepared and fitted into one another
by gladden bis heart and home. Sometimes in names Chang and ling. They ro-ide alterdovetailing horizontally and vertically, be- the twilight hours as he gazed over his broad
nately at two residences, one on Mount Aii x
fore being sent oft' to the rock; in fact, the
acres and looked upon his overflowing
gran- X. C.. and the other three miles distant in tietower was lmilt at Penzance.
Then, as op- aries he would think of his
only love, and country, one of the wives taking charge of
portunities of tide and weather occurred fin- hope that if she were
there was never a each establishment,
living
l’liey married twin -is
on
the
so
of
stone
rock,
working
shipments
leanness in her basket or store. Itv and M ters near that point many years since, and
were dispatched.
the
whole
seven
During
several of his children married and one of each has a latnily of beautiful Muck-owd
years from 1862, men have not been able to them canto to New
Hampshire. Years pa.- children of brunette complexion They arc
work on the rock more than 17:5 days often
ed on and his hair bei ame silvery white, but aged lifty-seven. arc quite gray-haired, and
hours a day. Of course, such hazardous he had
never again visited the Kast.
When while tle-v are in independent circumstances
work could not be free from disaster, and it is
a certain sweet
lloated in his mind he they are not wealthy. Tin if w ives are large,
recounted how at different times, the sea would endeavor image
to forget i! and to convince i healtliv-looking w omen, and their count ryswept away masonry, and bent great iron iiimselt that ([into likely she had long ago pass- i house, the
only one we have scon, is Built of
bars, and how, in the winter of 1865, thirty- ed
away from earth. This conclusion was : logs with puncheon lloor, and without finish
two of t he large stones (the whole of one
from Ihe fact that he had never or decoration. They use a Windsor chair ol
course
of masonry, and nearly a season’s strengthened
received in any way a single scrap of intelli- double width, and a bed not less than eight
were
carried
the
iron
work)
away,
strong
her.
feet w ide. A rustic iliglit of steps of double
bolts being wrenched completely out of their gence concerning
After repeated invitations from his relatives widtii leads to the attic, and they pass up and
places b v the force of the sea. Landing on he concluded a lew months ago to spend with down them without
dillietilty. On the occathe rock and getting off again, was, and is
them in New Hampshire the then approach- sion of our visit there w as a four-inch snow
The worknow, a hazardous performance.
ing festival of Thanksgiving. He readied on the ground, and a- they were out gunning
men have frequently found it so.
Sometimes
at the time of height ot the great llood, we had to wait their return.
Winn they
it would happen that while the men were Albany
and travel being much interrupted he slaved made their appearance they were walking
a
sudden
wind
would
and
working,
spring up
over a few days and accidentally met seme v -rv briskly, and soon they were engaged in
rouse the sea into a furious state ; or perhaps
old acquanlanees ot his youth. I hiring one a spirited run. < >n one of their inside shuuldthere would be a dead calm, and the sea
conversation there was casually mentioned ers they c arried a double barreled shot gun,
would seem like glass, when all at once, with
the name of her from whom tie had many i and were in line humor. They were exceodouMipparent cause, great rollers would come years ago so sorrowfully parted. Eagerly he high
hospitable tnd pleasant in tlicirmanner,
“home” and dash themselves on the exposed
asked if she was yet alive, and when an-wi. r- and insisted upon a r end vl-it from itrock, creating a tremendous uproar. These ed in the afi'mnativc tears came to his
eyes,
rollers arc known to be the results of violent
and he told his friends that he must at once
The robbery of the i’ort deni- bank was
storms somewhere in mid-ocean; they came
11 was told where
set out in search for her.
eilceted in a workmanlike manner. After
in, swollen with pent-up wrath .probably from she was
siv
months
ami
living only
previous,
entrance to the counting-room, the
dreadful scenes of tempest and wreck far
thither he went with all possible haste, hut gaining
lntng a piece of black cambric o\ ci
away, and dash their gathered fury with tre- she was not there.
burglars
a
Only mouth betorc she I heir
B\
and eommeueed operation.-.
mendous violence on the rock. Then, the
light
had gone away, lie learned Ihe direction il
steel wedges into the side and undermen, who always work in cork jackets, cling
driving
was supposed she had taken, and again with
to their ropes, with their heads to the sea,
neath die door of tie vault, they made u
all possible speed he pushed forward, lint
of about half an inch, in which they
and hold on like grim death while the great
fate seemed against him. for farther and far- opening
a quantity o 'powder, wliich was igni
waves rush over and past them.
If there be
ther av v seemed to him th object of his placed
no chance of a cessation of the violence, they
ted !>\ a fuse. The door and tramr were
search.
look out for a rope from the little vesssel that
blown completely oil'and mil over partially
At last, after lie had traveled hundreds of
lies pitching and tossing outside, so that they
a
desk, which was cru-hed and
miles, going often by night as w d! as bv day, against
Tie* inner doorwato the lloor.
may be hauled oft' the rock while the great be found the lost
brought
angel of his youth. Words
waves are dashing and crashing with tremenmeans of a crow liar and wedgby
pried
open
the scene of the meeting .so
dous fury all around them. Just such a scene cannot picture
and the hinges cut oil', which gave acecsover il we kindly draw the veil.
In a mo- es,
as this occurred when the first stone of the
10 tlie interior of tl c vault. T in■ Herring safe,
ment, a- il were, the history ot (heir liv.
tower was laid,
lint at last our engineers
one of the lies- made by them, was wedged
went in review before them, and the sad purlhave overcome the tremendous obstacles
and blown opc-u. The bar on the inside which
of forty-live years ago was again a living l
ing
which threatened to make it impossible to
! held tile bolts was blown oil'. This safe conThe
of
in
their
sight.
reality
many years
tained lictwicn A.'n.odi) a.ud A.jo.niiii, wdiiclt
place a light-tower on the dreaded Wolf; and their
separation had not eve n di mned their j liic rolihcrs secured, in tdd lion to tinnow, in this fearful-exposed situation a statc- |
prop
lm
each
other,
and
a
and
affection
nig!.,
i
1 column lifts its head.
of tin- bank there wa- a large amount ol
I happy future seemed dawning npo.. them. .erlv
!t is to In.' hoped that the light will he
( hi ■'i'llm at -i unties, inmils, etc., wIiieli Mini
f long
The story of tin* woman was om
shown at the beginning of next year. We
been placed by parlies for sale-keeping, which
wedtoil and suffering. Alter ten year
are promised something
unusually splendid ded life her husband had died o! i'ng ring was deposited in lies sate, and which wa- alin the way of illumination. The light is to
-mmol now he
so taken, the amount of which
disease, leaving her with three children.
lie a first order
dioptric, revolving light. (hie after another of these treasures vere claim ascertained, but it is estimated in the ullieei
This sounds grand, and ought to be magnifi\ portion
of the hank to lie about sMO.ooo.
ed by death, until alone and IViendh ss -he was
cent.
In order to give it a distinctive charnt these bonds are registered, so that they will
For atime the
left to battle with the world
acter it is intended that there shall be alternot he eventually lost to the owners. Tin bilof one whose pictme we.- ever in her
nate Hashes of red and white light.
tools were tound in the bank : Ab mi
Of thought
heart gave her some encouragement and lowing
course it is necessary so to
arrange the differ- strength, but at length she ••vperiitma H bi! thirty Steel wedges, cilcle -aw. gimlets Hid
ent lights around the coast that they may
bits, screw driver. liisel, heavy i"iu.
ter despair and to death alone she looked for auger
not bo mistaken by the sailor; consequently
erowdiar and claw, wire cut! r. piueer ■. fn-l
Ill such cireumstam-es was -lie tound
relict.
as many
changes as possible have to be rung by one who renewed the pledge ot"his yi ml Il- pointed drills, an assortment T tiles, tw puton different
varieties of lights; there are
tv kni ves, roll of sheet brass, priming wire-,
l’ll 1 affection and asked that to hei happiness
Tim
full
rovoh mg. Hashing, intermittent, lixed and
fuse,
twine, straps, brad awl. eh
he might devote the remainder ol his life.
double lights; and these may be further
eases ot Dupont's powdei was found, and two
Sin-h was the grandfather's story at Unvaried by colors of red, white or green. In
that were nearly empty : also a pair of rub
dinner, and lie closed
a hundred miles of coast it is probable that happy Thanksgiving
burs and an old h it. bottle of sperm I1. >il
that one week from that day he
by
saying
no two lights exactly alike could be found.
cloth, etc.
wasto he married toiler who had been so long
These alternate flashes of red and white light
lost to him. The preparations for the marhave not yet been adopted anywhere, but it
The (illey duel i- fresh, in the mind of mm ty.
are now in progress and nothing will
is thought they will have a very brilliant riage
he spared to make the occasion one id' the but how it fared with the murderer. C.iaveand beautiful effect.
A
Relatives and friend in muy have been forgotieii, or not known
We have given a true picture of the Wolf happiest possible.
numbers are to he present, many ol gentleman from Maine v. a yi-iling. ..
large
Rock, and no doubt many readers of this ar- them to come a
eight weeks sine..', at the liott-e of < om. .tones,
long distance, and bright of
ticle will feel inclined to pity the men who
Wisconsin, wlio wa- a second hi tin < ill -y
and numerous are the anticipations of pleawill have to live, in the solitary tower and
duel, and front him learned lie followia
tire.
he I’on : I’d
facts which were pitllliMled
keep a good light burning at night. We,
who have comfortable homes, who can wander
Argus. The writer says: ■'Learning that I
about the country at our own sweet will, who
Lm. .bme
The Washington gossips are junow much was from Maine
\p-.-s--.| great
can look out on the lovely face of nature excited over a
story which, if true, reveals a admiration for Mr. ( illey, ind deep e"r.
f
of
with lyearts ill
i n- allair.
Ii
joy, can hardly realize a sad chapter of Congressional life. A few for the unhappy termination
life in i wavebeaten tower, with only a great
at
r
me may not he general, v known Ilia! the
years ago, a Northern representative,
uncanopy of sky above, and a wide expanse of til'tv years of age, brought here a young and portion of the life of til munh r, r u
scabe.ow; the nearest approach of human- beautiful woman, to whom In- paid devoted happy in the extreme. (Laves died tin n
a
ity' in any shipe being passing vessels, which attention. Alter years of dishonorable iiitim tint of regrets and the most horrible ,,|
take great care to give the rock and its lightTwo years he passed in -.e, pie-ary, tlie Congressman became tired of hi- ] rors.
house a wide berth. Peculiar tales are fold vietim, her child was sent to the
foundling nights, with rooms iighte 1 and with w.i'ei.
of the keepers at some of the rock light-houses
hospital, and she sought consolation iu strong | ing iriends. whom lie was unw illing I > ha\
—liovv some have been brought ashore raving drink. Occasional tits of delirium ensued, for a moment leave his
preseller. If eon
J
mad, and how others had committed suicide; and it is postively ascertained that a few sumed the hours of the night in walking to
but such eases are, happily, very rare. Act- weeks
ago she cut her throat with the razor and fro, in moans and groans and tears, and
ual experience shows there is a reliable class of her
betrayer, who, meanwhile, had been in wild exclamations. At length, worn on1
of men to be found who are well suited to the transferred to an important position in the with mental anguish, grief unmiligati d md
work, who do not go mad or commit suicide, govennent. It is said that the death wound wasted watchfulness, the unhappy man exor do any thing else that is mischievous; they was .se ved
Thus was avenge 1 the death of tie
up, and that the remains were pired.
go about their work in a steady, matter-of- sent away clandestinely-. From what 1 haw murdered Cillry."
fact way, are quite accustomed to the fury of seen of the official thus accused, 1 can
hardly
the elements, and are not at all put out by the credit the
story ; hut it is so generally circuTin: MOVIN'ills Ol.l> AOK. Wil li :t \ .ling
violent
most
weather. They' accept their posi- lated and believed that it is
my duty to trans- lion reaches the ago of two
years, lie I- :iI>I<
tion without, much regard to risk or discom- mit, it.
The police only heard of the rumor
lo hear down a horse or an on. and sol
confort, apparently content to earn their daily yesterday, and are engaged in ferreting out
tinues to grow and increase in strength til!
bread without stopping to count the cost. the
mystery. [Wash. Correspondent.
I10 reaches his eighth year when his talons,
There is some amount of pleasure in almost
tooth and mane are. perfect, and lie grows no
The
Was
mention
state
of
as
a
hington
and,
correspondents
rule,
any
being,
lightkeepmore.
For twenty years after he arm os at
ers are happy', after a fashion.
Certainly the fact that some months there have been inhis talons and langs show n ■ sjgnas
made
to
(leu.
maturity
is
United
are
not
there
Spinner,
quiries
why
they
jovial, merry fellows;
lie gradually grownot much scope for rollicking fun in their si- States Treasurer, has not published from time of decay; hut after that
lent watches of the night; but they are pleas- to time a monthly report showing the condi- feeble, his teeth fail him, and he grows ••cublie is no longer a match for the treant men, who uo not assert their own indiv- tion of his office, as required by Act of Au- bish.”
mendous buffalo; lie prowls around the cattle
iduality with loud-tongued assurance; they gust (I, Section is. Being reminded by the
kraals, and snatches a lamb or a kid, iu-t sare mild, cloared-eyed, meditative men, for inquiries of the requirements of the law (Jen.
when he set out with his parents, n ilwhom one can not help feeling a considerable Spinner ordered a statement for the month he did
It was done and ly thirty years ago. A woman or a child at
amount of respect. And they take great pride of October to he prepared.
in their calling; the refloctots must not show sent to the Secretary of the Treasury lor ap- nighty, shares’the same fate. Mis strength
the tiniest speck of dust; the glass of the lan- proval, but was suppressed iu the Secretary's and sight now decline more and more, till the
lion grows loan and mangy, and era w I.
terns must lie made so clean that one doubts olliee because it did not agree with the Mon- might
about from place to place, eating anv oil's! lie
if there is really any glass there; the brass thly Statement of the public debt issued on
can pick up, and despising not even so small
and copper work must never lose its original November 1st It was not pretended that the
an animal as the field-mouse; he starves ami
brightness; the light must bo made to throw figures were not correct as taken from the dies, or is fallen on and
slaughtered bv a few
out as much light as the resources at com- Treasurer’s books, hut the sole fault was that
mand will allow ; altogether’ the whole es- they did not back up Mr. Boutweli’s publish- cowardly hyenas, or is discovered unable to
move beneath a tree, and knocked on the head
tablishment must be a model of order and ed figures.
by some wandering Kallir. [South African
cleanliness. Of course, the keepers at rock
“Eyesore Jack” was the title bestowed Paper.
stations have turns on shore—one month in
in every three—and they have their joys and upon an English plague who used to make
himself a nuisance, lie
The Haiigor, (Hdtown and ,M i I lord Uailroad
sorrows, their hope and fears, connected money by rendering
with the every-day world. In truth, this is would buy a house in a genteel neighbor- Company has sold its road—better known as
and proceed to decorate it in the most the Veazie road—from Hangor to Milford,
a much happier existence than many lives hood
absurd and fantastic manner. One of his thirteen miles in length, to <i. K. .Jewett and
on which we expend no sympathy.
achievements was “Zebra Silla,”a house paint- Noah Woods, acting on helialt ot the EuroIt is very difficult to get a jury at Omaha ed with broad black stripes,—another, which
pean and North American Company, the sale
for the trial of Indians. Most of the whites he called “Zodiac Hall,” was adorned with to take cfl'eet December 1. This is one of
are prejudiced against the redskins. One who rude sketches of scorpions, goats, scales, twins the oldest railroads in the
country, and will
The end of all his he discontinued as soon as the tracks can he
was accepted as being the least biased, in an- and the other “signs.”
swer to the question whether he was
prejudic- ventures was a conviction of the neighbors laid from the European and North American
ed, answered : “No, only I’ve been chased by that he was intolerable and the purchase of Railroad to points ac 'ommodated by the Veahis property at his own price.
’em, and would hang every devil of’em at sight
zi« road.
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circumstances, the Secretary of the Treasury ami away from the United States, aud they contribute turcs to i>23,G9x,i:;i,
an excess of expendidid something which in their view isn’t cormyself heartily concurred in the propriety of using nothing to its revenues; they avoid the duties of its tures oyer receipts showing
of $5,353,620. The excess of
the surplus currency in the Treasury in the pur- citizenship; they only make themselves known bv
expenditures
over receipts for tlie precious vear rect-!
Well, if these people could have their
chase of Government Bonds, tints reducing the in- a claim of protection. 1 have directed the diphi- amounted to
V" tin’ Scnot* nn<l lbms*‘ of Jif-iirwii to tin's
Wii,437.!)!i2.
there
terest hearing debt of the country, and of submit- matio and the consular officers of the United States
would be something to complain
way,
as
Chief
In coming before von for tlic tirst time
j
ACItlCUI.TUltE.
to Congress the question of the disposition to to scrutinize carefully all Haims of
protection.
about by and by. The terms of the contract
Magistrate of this great nation, it i* with gratitude ting
t
be
made
of
the
The
Bonds
The
recommend
Bonds
citizens
of
the
to
so purchased.
United States whether native
your favorable consideration the
to the giver of all good, for the many benefits we
now held by the
Treasury amount to about S75,- or adopted, who discharges his duty to his country, claims of the Agricultural Bureau for liberal ap- with the Maine Central compel the corporaenjoy. Wo are blessed with peace at home and are
to the sinking is entitled to his complete protection.
those
in
propriations.
a
000,000.
I
While
including
belonging
i
country so diversified in climate tion to
to
forebode
without entangling alliance.* abroad
complete the road by the first of NoFund. I recommend that the whole he placed to have a voire in tlie direction of affairs I shall not ami soil as ours, and with a population so largely
trouble. With a territory unsurpassed in fertility,
to
the
consent
credit
of
the
Fund.
Sinking
impair the".sacred right I>v conferring it ! dependent upon agriculture, the benefits that'can vember next. Now suppose the non-paying
of an area equal to the abundant support of five
Your attention is respectfully invited to the refictitious or fraudulent claimants.
j be conferred by property fostering this Bureau are subscribers could succeed in their
upon;
hundred millions of people, and abounding in every
flic extension of Railroads in Europe and in the l incalculable.
efforts,
commendations of the Secretary of the Treasury.
variety of useful mineral, in quantity sufficient to The creation of the office
of the Commissioner dl' East is
into
what would be the result ?
the road
HAl.AUIltS.
Why,
-apply tie- world for generations, with exuberant Customs and the Bevcmie: for the increase of sal- tural bringing the competition with our agriculproducts
products of oilier countries.
« r<»p*.’ with a variety of climate adapted to the proi desire respectfully to call the attention of Con- would not be
of officials and the substitu- Self-interest, if not self-preservation therefore diccompleted, the contract would
duction of every >peeies of Kartlfs riches, and suit- ary to certain classes
to the inadequate salaries of a number of the
National
Bank
circulation
to tates caution against disturbing am industrial in- gress
increased
tion
of
the
become void, and we should be left to do
ed to the habit-, tastes and requirements of every
most
i
officers
of
important
the
In
ti per cent. Certificates: and terest of the country. It leaches its also the nethigovernment.
living thing, with a population of 40,000.000 of fiee replace the outstanding
I
not enumerate them, but will
speci- the best we could with our railroad, which
especially to his recommendation for tlie ro- cessity of looking to other markets for the sale ol message thewill
people, all speaking one language, with facilities most of
Justices of the Supreme Court.
only
the
shares
of
No would not lie so well as
laws
our .surplus,
the
Mir
;
tines,
allowing
penalfy
south
of
us
t
and 'hina
neighbors
for every mortal to acquire an education, with in- peal
the present contract,
changes has been made in their salaries for fifteen
to officers of the Government, and Japan should receive our
stitutions that close to none the avenue to fame, or lies. forfeiture. &c.,
special attention. It years. Congress has since found it
We doubt if it could lie
Thcoffiee of Commissioner of In- will he the endeavor of the administration l<> cultinecessary to by a great deal.
nr to informers.
or
fortune
that
be
with
conceived,
any blessing
may
Revenue is on. of the most arduous and re- vate such relations with ail these nations as to en- increase the compensation of its own members.‘and leased at all:
freedom of the pulpit, the press and the schools, ternal
but would have to be run as a
under the Government. It falls hut little title us to their confidence, and make it their inter- the duty which it owes to another department of
with a revenue flowing into the national Treasury sponsible
short of a cabinet position in its importance est as well as our own to establish better commer- Government deserve, and will undoubtedly receive tival to a powerful corporation, instead of
if
any
its due consideration.
beyond the requirements of the government: hap- and
responsibilities. 1 would ask. therefore, such cial relations. Through the agency of a more enpily. harmony i- being rapidly restored within our
There are many subjects not alluded to in this being a part of it.
legislation as in you r judgment will place the oflice lightened policy than that heretofore pursued toown border*, manufactures hitherto unknown in
message which might with propriety be introduced,
on a footing of dignity commensurate with its imllather than listen to eroakinga, fault-tindwards
China,
due
to
the
•»ur Country are
sagacity and the but 1 abstain,
springing up in all directions, pro- portance. and willi the character and qualifications efforts of one largely
believing that vottr" patriotism and
and threats of vengeance, which arc disj the world is of our own distinguished citizens, statesmanship will
ducing a degree of national independence unequall- of
ings
the
the class of men required to till it properly.
and
suggest
topics
about to partake largely of increas- most
legislation
ed by that >f any other power. These blessings
conducive to the interests of the whole peo- pensed so
ed relations wtili that populous and hitherto exv.
freely in certain quarters, the peoand countless other- an* entrusted to your care for
clusive nation. As the United States have been the ple. on my part. I promise a rigid adherence to
s is Uio freest of all nation-,
the brief period of our tenure of ortiee—in short,
of Belfast, and especially the
the laws and their strict enforcement.
ple
young men,
initators
ill
thinew
so
he
should
the
policy,
they
we must caclT of it* return to the rank* of the
peo- so too its people sympathize with all people si nig- most earnest in
(Signed)
f. s. GRANT.
should unite in sustaining and doing honor
showing their good faith in making
ple who have conferred upon us our honor*, and gling for liberty ami self-government; but while it a success. In
this connection I would advise
account t«» them for our stewardship.
I earnestly so sympathizing, it is due to our honor that we
to their fellow citizens whose bold hearts
desire that neither you nor I may he condemned should abstain from enforcing our view- upon un- sueti a legislation as will forever preclude the enslavement
of
the
and dear heads have placed Belfast where
Chinese
our
soil
under
the
upon
by a free and enlightened con*tituency, nor by our willing nations, and from taking an interested part name of
('oolies, and also prevent American vessels
conscience*.
without invitation. In the quarrels between difshe is.
ferent nations, or between Governments and their from engaging in the transportation of Coolies to
i:i:,'iiNsTi:rciioN.
In conclusion, we have only to say that it
any country tolerating the system. 1 also recomour course should always be in eonfonniLmerging from a rebellion of gigantic magnitude, subjects,
TliriiSDAY. DKCE.MlSKIi <>, ist;;i.
tv with strict justice and law. international and lo- mend that our mission to China he raised to one ot
is
;
aided as it was by (bo sympathy and assistance ol
high time that the foolish and futile oppocal. Such has been the policy of the Administra- tirst class. On assuming the responsibilities of the
nations with which we were’at peace,—eleven
sition to the railroad should cease. The option in dealing with those questions. For more than Chief Magistracy of the Union, it was mveonvietion
states of tlie I'nion having been four
FIT.USI111) FATTY rm ifSDxy MOKMNC.
years ago left a year a valuable province of Spain, and a near neigh- that these things were essential to its lienee, tirowithout legal Stall'governments—a national debt
ponents have been beaten at every stand they
bor of ours, in whom all our people cannot lint fed pern,' JUKI inlu sr iioveiopment. t irst itmono- those
having been contracted—American commerce havis
—15
strict
V—
in
have
all
integrity
our
made, as they will continue to be. Tina dec]) interest, has been struggling for independfulfilling
obligations;
ing been almost driven from the seas—the interest ence
and freedom. The people and government of second, to secure protection to the persons and
is an assured sueeesH, which no ef"f OIK half of the country having been taken from
enterprise
iWILMAM
H.
the States entertain the same warm feelings and property of thccilizcnsof the United Slates, in each
SIMPSON,
our control by
and every portion of our common
capitalist's—the work of restoring sympathies for the people oft 'uba in their
fort of theirs can stay or stop.
The only
whercountry’,
1'DITOt:
AND
pending
fltOPlMETOIt.
slate < no. rnments loyal to tlie I'nion—of
protect- struggle that they manifested throughout 1 ho pre- ever lie may elioscjto move, without reference to
Sunsmirriox Tkrais.
ing and fostering free labor—and providing means
In advance, &_\00 a ear; possible result will be to make the work
vious struggle- between Spain and her former original nationality, religion, color or politic-; de- j within the
for paying the interest on the public debt.—has re|
year, £-\Go; at the expiration ol the vear$:>.Ou!
more expensive to the city, of which cost
colonics, in behalf of the latter; but the contest manding of him only obedience to the law- and
Al)venrisixt; Tkkms. For one
ceived ample attention from < ongress.
'one inch of
Although
lias at no time assumed the conditions which proper ... for the rights of others; third, onion •ength in column,) sl.M for three square,
will ho nhligoil to pay tlu-ir proportion.
cents tor
weeks, and
our
effort' have not met with the success in all amount to a war in
the. sense of international law, of all the states with equal rights, imh -trun ;t,i. hx each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square cl ar<*- they
particulars that might hate been desired, vet, on or which would show the existence of a de facto any constitutional means.
ed as a full one.
tin- whole, they have been more successful than
I o seen re the tirsf of these,
ingress ha- taken
organization of the insurgents sullicient to
THE WAR DEBT ASSUMPTION.
could hate been reasonably anticipated.
two essential steps.
Seven politicala recognition of
First, in declaring hx joint
Administka ions, ExEiXTons and (iiwumw- deTiie
justify
belligerence.
princistates have been fully restored to their
The Committee to ascertain the exact
places in ple i- maintained, however, that this nation i- its resolutions that the public debt she dd he ,,aid :>rin- siring their advertisements published in the .Journal
lie I'nion. The eighth. (Jcorgia. had an election
and interest in coin, and second hv
own judge when to accord the right of
providing will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not =o amount to he apportioned to each town in
belligerency cipal
at which she ralilied lier constitution.
Republican either to a people struggling to free tl: inspires the means for paying. Providing the means, him" directed i- withheld from this paper.
in Ionu, elect<*d a (Jot ernor. V!embers of Congress,
ex
er.
could
not
secure
the
the State for expenses incurred in furnishing
from a government they believe to be oppressive,
object desired, without a
a Stale Legislature, and all other officers
required. or to independent nations at war with each other. proper administration of the laws for the collection
SIT,SC in nilKS desiring to have the address
of papers men to the army, lias about
The (loternor was duly installed, and Hie Legislacompleted its
The l nited States has no disposition to interfere of the revenue and an economical disbursement of changed, must state the Cost Office to which the paper,
ture met and performed all the acts then
required with the existing relations of Spain to her colonial them. To this subject the administration ha- tno-t lias been sent as well as that to which it is to go,
labors. The bonds will not be ready for deof 1 hem by the Reconstruction Acts of
Congress,
on this comineht.
They believe that earnestly addressed itself with a result I have no
sol.pieutly. howevi r. in violation of the consti- possessions
livery to the town authorities until some time
in due time Spain and other Kuropean powers will doubt satisfactory to the country.
«^-S. M. Bkitkngiit & Co., C State St., Boston
tution which they had just ralilied. as since deanu.’>, l*ark Bow, New York, are our authorized
find their interest in terminating these relationThe following Counties have
TKXPTJK OF OFFiCK All.
Agents in January.
clared by tlie supreme Court of the state,
tor
they un- and establishing llioir present dependencies as inprocuring subscriptions and forwarding advertiseseated Ihe colored members of tlie Legislature and
from the records at Augusta
been
I here ha- been no hesitation in
ments.
procured
changing officials
dependent powers—members of tiie family of naidmittcd to seats some members who are
B. Nil.KS No. 1 Scollay’s
disquali- tions. These dependencies arc no longer regarded in order to secure an efficient execution of the laws
Building, Court St., specially for this paper—
is
tied by tlie second clause ol tlie 11th Amendment
authorized
Boston,
to
receive
advertisements for this
sometimes too. when in a merepartv view undesiras subject to transfer from one
Kuropean power to
to the Constitution, an article which
paper.
WALDO < ot \ n
tliev themwhen the present relations of colonies able political results were likely t'o follow. Xor
C. I.vans, 100 Washington Srrcet, is an auselves had contributed to ratify, i 'inter these cir- another;
lias
there
been
sd0.2,4s.:!3 Morrill,
hesitation
Belfast.
in
3,001.00
any
thorized agent of this paper.
cease, tliev are to become independent powers, exsustaining
efficient
cumstances. l would submit' In von whether it
3.541.00 Xorthport,
.4.350.00
the right of choice and of self control in officials against remonstrance wholly political, li
1*. Bowki.i. & Co.,-to P.;rk Bow, New York, Belmont,
would not be wise without delay'to enact a law ercising
4 ,.4s;;.:r;
7.000.00
Palermo,
the determination of their future condition and re- may lie well to mention here the embarrassment will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest Brooks,
authorizing the (Jovernor of (Jcorgia to convene lations with other
to
rates.
arise
Their
from having on the statute hooks
orders will always receive prompt attention. Burnham,
1,7s:!.:’,:;
3,300.00 Prospect.
powers. The I'nited Stales, in possible
the members originally elected to the Legislature
so called tenure-of-officc act, and to
tile
Searsmont.
10,100.00
s.1.40.00
order to put a stop to bloodshed in t uba, and in
Frankfort,
earnestly
requiring these members to take the oath proscrib- the interest
Freedom.
1,391.00 Soars port.
1 3,.4on.<)0
of a neighboring people, protl'ered their recommend its total repeal, ft could not have been
ed bj the Reconstruction Act. and none to be adNewspaper Decisions.
7,7tO.O(t
Islesborough. G.S91.G0 Stockton.
office- to bring the existing contest to a ter- the intention of tin* framer- of the Constitution
mitted who arc ineligible under the third elan-, of good
4.17,4.00 Swanville.
:'.,7:’.:!.:!:i
!•
mination. The offer not being accepted by Spain when providing that appointments made hv the
Any person who takes a piper regularly from the Jackson.
the I t.h Amendment.
President
-lion
si
I
receive
the
Thorndike.
whether
Knox.
.4,124.Oil
I..4.4S.:!:!
consent of the Senate, post-other
directed to bis mine or another'-,
on a hasi- which we believed could be received be
or whether he has subscribed or
nil'. lT.t'.lJUMI’N AMI Till: UUF.M T.
.4.87.4.00 Troy.
7.20s.;;;!
( uba, was withdrawn.
not—is responsible fur
Liberty,
It is hoped that the good that the latter should have power to retain in office
the payment.
Lineoluvilie, 10,810.00 Cnity,
o,,4;!;J.;!:!
offices of the I 'nited States may yet prove advan- persons placed thereby federal appointment against
The freedmen under the protection which
D 11 person orders his piper
they
discontinued, he must Monroe.
1 he law i- inconsistent
s,+ni.60 Waldo,
for a .settlement of this unhappy struggle. the \\ ill "1 tile President.
have received, are making rapid
psy all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to s.*iul Mnntvillc,
progress in learn- tageous
a
faithful
with
7.S01.G6
administration
of the Government
0,1.40.00
Winterport,
it until payment in made, and collect the
ing. and no complaints are made ol lack ol iudiis- Meanwhile a number of illegal expedition- against
whole
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li'Y "'I their pari when tliov received fair ivmimeialion for their labor.
The means provided for paving lhe interest of
tin' public debt with all otiu r c.vpen-e- of the government are more than ample.
I

UMMKItfl

flic loss of our commerce is the only result
of
the late rebellion which ha- not received sufficient
attention from you.
To this subject I call your
carne-t attention.
1 will not now suggest
plans bv
which the object lnv be effected, but will if neecs-ar\
make it tlie subject of a special
message during tin* session of Congress.

Guou have been broken up.
It ha- been 1 lie endeavor of the Administration to execute the neutrality laws in good faith, no matter how unpleasant tiie task might lie or the
suffering \\, have endured for lark of like good faith toward- n-bv thrir j
violation.
On the 211th of March last, the schooner I.izzie.
j
Major was arrested on the high seas by a Spanish
frigate am! two pa--rngei- taken from it andcarrieil
prisoners to Cuba. Bepresentations of tlie-e facts ;
were made to the Spanish Government a- soon as
otlieial information of them reached M'ashingtou.
I lie two passengers were set at liberfv and tiie
Spanish authorities assured the I'nited States that
the captain of the frigate in making the
capture,
had acted without the law : that lie had been
rep-j
remanded for the irregularity of hi- conduct, and
that the Spanish authorities in (.'uba would not
sanction any act that could violate the right- or i
treat with disrespect, the sovereign! v of this nation. I
The question of the seizure of the brig Alary 1,owed at one of the Bahama Islands bv the
Spanish j
authorities, is now the subject of tiie correspondence between this Government and those of
Spain !
and Great Britain.
1111*
t.eiicral
01
nim
about .Min la-t, i«-1
aptatn
siii'il a proclamation ami authorized a .eajvh In la*
made ol all vessels on the high seas. Immediate
|
remonstrance was made against this, whereupon
j
lit# Captain General issued anew proclamation
limiting tlie right of search to vessels of the United
States so far as authorized under thetivatv of 170*2.
This proclamation, however, was imm*Mint* Iv
withdrawn.
1 have always fe|t that tile most intimate relations should In cultivated between tiie Itepublic
j
of the United states and all independent nations on
this continent. It may he well worth
considering i
whether the new treaties between us and (bom
may
not lie profitably entered into to secure more intimale relations, friendly, commercial and otherwise.

What faith can an Kxoeutivo put in officials forced
upon him. and those ton. whom he lias suspended
for reason:- How will such officials tie
likely to
serve an administration which
they know does not
trust them:- For the second requisite In our
growth
and prosperity, time and a firm but Immune administration of existing laws, amended from time
to time as they may prove harsh or unnecessary
arc probably all that is required.
The third cannot he attained by special legislation, but must be
regarded as fixed by the Constitution itself and
gradual]' acquic-ced ill by force of public opinion.
IX ill AN

API'Airt.s.

II rum the foundation of llie government to the
present time the management of the original inhabAt the Maivli term Congress bv joint
itants
of this continent—the Indians—has been a
resolution
authorized the Kxceutive to ordiVelertioiis in rlie
subject of embarnssment mid expense, and has
vat", el Virginia,
been attondr with continuous robberies, murders
Mississippi and Texas p, submit to them the constitutions which each
and war. From my own experience upon the fronhail previously ill t he convention framed, entire or in sepnrtiers and in Indian countries, | do nut hold either
aie parts, to lie voted
upon at the discretion of the
legislation or tin conduct of the whites who come
I ndor this authority, elections
most in contact with tint Indians, blameless for
r.xeeiitiye.
were
lol'I.
I he \ irginia election took
these hostilities. The past, however.cannot be unjdaee on Hie litii
"l duly. ism*. Tlie (Jovernor and
done. and tlio question must lie met as wc now find
LioutenanMJove'.'iior elected have been
it. I have attempted a new policy towards the
installed—the Legislature
ne
and did all required bv the resolution
wards of the nation—(they cannot be regarded in
and bv
dl the reeoiistnietioiiaets of
Congress and abstaiiiany other light than ward-)—with fair result-, -o
d from all doubtful authority. I
far as tried, and which I hope will he attended ulreeommend that
he .senators and
timately with great success.
Representatives be admitted and
dial the Slate tie Pally restored to its •
lie society cii mends is wo11 known a-bavin"
in tlie
lamilv of States.
succeeded in living in peace with the Indian-in
i.ii i-tniii- was' all..| in
ilv
early settlement 'it Peun-vlvannia. while tin
Mississippi and Texas in
"lnni.-n.-r- on the doth of Xovemher.
neighbors of other sects in other section- were conlsiip. m,d to
last I\v,i day- in Mississippi and four
hi Texstantly embroiled. They are nl-o known for th, hdays
II'1 lie leelil'lls hale hlk.'Il place. li||f the ffSttits
opposition tn all -trite, violence and war, and are
ale not known.
Il i- tu he hoped that the acts of
generally noted for their strict integrity and failIlie ilegislatures of tiiese States when tliev meet
dealings. These considerations induced'mo to give
will lie stieh a- to seeiirc your approval and thus
the management of a few reservation-of Indians
lose th" work of reconstruction.
to them and to throw the burden of selection of
agents upon the Society itself. The result has
St*K<TK I VV.MllXfs.
proved mu-1 satisfactory. Ii will be found more
Among the evil- growing out of the rebellion and
TUI’. U.UtlKN ( \\* VI..
fully set forth in the report of the t ommi-sioner of
not yet referred to. i- that of an
irredeemalde curTim subject of an inter-oceanic canal to connect I Indian-.
retiey. It is an evil wliielt I hope will reeeiv e vour
Tor the superintendence of Indian- not on the
tlie Atlantic ami Pacific oceans via the Isthmus of j
most earnest attention.
It is a duty, and one of
Darien, is one in which commerce is greatly inter- j re-ervations. ollieers of the army were selected.
the highest duti.. < lovernment. to'secure to
the ested. i nstructioiis have been
The reasons for this are numerous. Where Indian
it ii’engiven to our At inis- i
medium of e xchange of lixed,
unvarying ter to the Itepublic of tlie Untied States of Uolitm-1 agents are sent, there, or near there, troops must
nine. This implies a return to a speeia
no hia. to endeavor to
hasic.an'd
obtain authority for a survey In* j he sent: and also the agents and the commander of
substitute tor It can lie devised. It should hicom- this Government in order
to determine the praeiica-! the troop- are independent of each other, and are
menced now and reached at the earliest
prnetieabio Iiility of such an
and a charter for the j -utijeel tn the order- of the different department-of
undertaking,
moment consistent w.tli a fair
to
the
regard
interthe government. The army officer holds a position
of way to build by private
■'' "I th'1 debtor class,
cntrrprize sm*h a Ibr life.
immediate resumption it’ right
The agent one at the will of the President.
practicable, would not lie desirabli. It would eom- work, if the survey proves it to lie practicable,
The former i- personally interested ill living in harin f. vt vn vm v
r. vims.
pel the debtor cla— to pay lievond tlieir i-ontraets i
mony with the Indians and in the establishment"of
lie lire.lilt oil gold at the date of their
Inwards tlie idose of the last administration a a
purchase
permanent peace, to tiie end that some
oln'l. "'"il'l ••ring
bankruptcy and ruin to thousand-’ convention was signed at London for the settle- id-hie may he spent within the limits ofportion
civilized
I'111. tuatiiiiis. however, in tile
paper value of the ment of all outstanding claims between Great Brit- society. The latter lias no siicli
personal interest.
measure of all \ allies,
gold, is detrimental to tin- in- ain and the l nited States which failed to receive Another reason is. an economical
one: and still
terest ut trade.
It makes tho man of business an the advice and consent of the Senate to it.
ratifica- another hold which the government lias
upon a
involuntary gambler, for in all sales where future tion. The time and the circumstances attending life officer to secure a faithful
discharge of duties in
payment t- lo lie made, both parties speculate a- to the negotiation of that treaty were favorable to if. I
out
a
ithe
given policy,
carrying
building of railwhat will he tiie value of tile
currency to he paid acceptance by the people of‘tlie United States, hut roads and the acres- thereby given to all the
and received. I
earnestly recommend to you, then, its provisions were wliollv inadequate for the set- cultural and mineral region- of the country i- agri'iieli legi-laiion a- will insure a gradual return
rapto tlement of tlie grave wrongs that had been sustainidly becoming civilized settlement-, and in contact
-poeie payments and put an immediate stop to ed by this government, as well as hv its citizens. with
all the tribes of Indians.
duet nations in the value of ctirrcnev. The
methods The injuries resulting to the United States by reason
No matter what ought to lie the relations belo secure the former of tiiese
results are as numer- of the course adopted by Great Britain during our tween such settlement and the
aliorginos. the fact
ous a- are the
speculations in political economy. late civil.war, in increasing the rates of insurance, is they do not harmonize well, and
one or the other
I o secure tin- latter I see Inn one
way, and that is in tlie diminution of tlie exports and imports, in inis to give way in the end. A system which looks
lo authorize the
I'reasuryto redeem it- own paper obstructions to the domestic industry and produo to the extermination oi a race is too horrible fora
at a axed price, wherever il is
presented, ami to tion, in ill effects upon the foreign commerce of the nation to adopt without entailing upon itself the
withhold H um circulation all cimvn.-v so
redeemed
country, and in the decrease and transfer to Great wrath of all Christendom and engendering in the
until il i- sold again for gold.
Britain of our commercial marine, in the prolonga- citizen a
disregard for human life and the rights of
tion of tlie war and the increased cost both in treas- others
1 tut X VTIuX.U. DKU I
dangerous to society. 1 see no substitute
ure
amt
in
lives
of
its
I lie va-t resources of the
suppression, could not lie for such system except in placing all tile Indians
nation, both developed
adjusted and satisfied a- ordinary commercial on large reservations as rapidly as can lie done,
and undeveloped, ought to make our credit the
best claims which
arise between commer- and giving them absolute
on earth; with ales- burden of
continually
protection there. Ataxation than the cial
nations; and vet the convention treated them soon as they are lifted for it. they shall lie induced
eUizeiis have endured for six
years past, the entire
as such
claims
simply
from which they to take their lands in sections and set
ordinary
public del it could be paid in ten years, tint it i- not differ
up territorial
more widely in the gravity of their character
desirable that the people should he taxed to
for their own protection. Tor full depav it titan in the magnitude of their amount. Great even government
in that time.
tail- on this subject I call your attention to the re\ ear by year the obi 1 itv to
pav iu- as is tlie difference, not a word was found in tlie
port- of the Secretary of the Interior and the ( onii'eaye. in a rapid ratio; tint the burden of interest
and not an inference could lie drawn from it mi-sioner of Indian Affairs.
ought to bo reduced a- lapidlvas can lie done with- treaty
to prove tlie sense of the
of
out the violation of contract.
tlie
unfriendly
The report of the Secretary of War shows that
dealing
The public debt is
represented in a great part b> bonds having from course of Great Britain in our struggle for exist- the expenditures ot the War Department for the
ence
which
so
had
live to twenty and from ten to forty
deeply and universally impress- year ending dune 80, IStiO, to he .*SU,(i44,04:>, of
years to run.
hearing interest at the rate of six percent, and five ed itself upon the people of this country. Believ- which ^28,SiJ2,8]0. was disbursed in the payment of
that
a convention thns misconccived'in its
‘a nt.
ing
li
debts contracted during the war. and is not eliargis optional with
respectively,
the'govern- and inadequate in its prov isions would not scope
ment to pay these bond- at
have alile to current army expenses. His estimate
any period alter the ex- produced the
$34,and
cordial settlement of pend- '>81,031 for the
hearty
piration of tile date mentioned upon tlieir face. The
expense of the army for the next
ing questions which alone is consistent with tlie fiscal
time ha- already arrived when a
year is as low as it is believed can lie relied
great part of them relations which I desire to have established
between on. The estimates of bureau officers have neen
mat he taken tip. and is
rapidly approaching when tlie United States and Great
Britain. I regarded carefully scrutinized and reduced whenever it lias
all may he.
It i- believed that those which are
the
action
of
the
Senate
in
now due may he
rejecting the treaty to been deemed practicable. If, however, the condireplaced by bonds bearin'* a rate
of interest not exceeding 4 1--J per cent.,'and as have been wisely taken in tlie interest of peace and tion of the country should be such by the beginning
was a liouossary
in tho direction <»!' a perfect of the next fiscal
stop
as
tlie
remainder come due, that tliev mav
rapidly
year as to admit of a greater com
amt cordial friendship between tho two countries. centration of
he replaced iii the same wav. To
troops, the appropriations asked for
this A sensitive
accomplish
conscious
of
their power, are will not be expended.
it may lie necessary to authorize the
interest to he more at easepeople,
under a great wrong wholly underThe appropriations estimated for river and harpaid at either of the three or four money centres of
than under tlie restraint of a settlement bor
stood,.
or
an
improvements and fortification- are submitted
Knrope.
by Assistant Treasurer of the United which satisfies neither their idea of
justice nor their separately. Whatever amount Congress may deem
states, at the option of the holder of of the bonds.
sense
of
tlie
grave
they'have
sustained.
I suggest tliis subject for the
proper to appropriate tor these purposes will be
consideration of Uon- The rejection of thegrievance
treaty was followed In* a state
gre.ss. anil also simultaneously with this the
expended. The recommendation of the General
pro- of public feeling on both sides which I thought not nf the
of
Army that appropriations he made for the
priety
redeeming our currency, as before sug^est- favorable to an immediate
attempt at renewed ne- forts at Portland. Itoston. New York, Philadelphia,
ed. at its market value at the time the laws
goes
I
so instructed the minisgotiations.
accordingly
"do
New Orleans and San Francisco, if for no other-,
fievt. increasing the rate at which
currency ter of tlie United States to Great Britain, and found
v\ ill lie bought and sold
is concurred in.
irom dav to day or week to that
my views in this regard were shared by Her
also ass iota
week, at the same rate of interest a< the "nvernspecial aiicminn 10 me recomMajesty's minister. I hope that tlie time mav soon mendation of the General commanding the military
ment pays upon its bonds.
<*ome when tlie two governments can
the
approach
division of the Pacific for the sale of the seal islands
TVIiHT AND INTEltNA[. TAXATION.
solution of tliis momentous question with an
appre- Df St. Paul and St. George. Alaska Territory. [
The suhjeet of the tariff and Internal Taxation ciution of what is duo to tlie rights, dignity ami
suggest that it cither lie complied with or that legwill necessarily receive your attention. The re- honor ol each, and with a determination not only islation be lmd for the
protection of the seal fisherto remove the causes of
venues of the country are greater than tlie
in
the
In
ft
complaint
past.
ies. from which a revenue should lie derived.
requirements, and may with safety be reduced, but as the to lay tiie foundation of a broad principle of public
The report of the Secretary of War contains a
funding of the debt in a four or four and a half per law, which will prevent future differences, and tend synopsis of the report of the heads of bureaus; of
cent, loan would reduce tlie annual current ex- to confirm a continued peace and friendship. This commanders of
military divisions; of tile districts
penses largely, thus after funding justifying a is tiie only grave question which the United state, of Virginia. Mississippi and Texas; the
report of
greater reduction of taxation than would he now have with any foreign nation.
the General of the Army in full. The recommenlilM ll'l.'M 1 I ^
expedient. I suggest a postponement of this quesdations therein contained have been well considertion until the next meeting of ‘Jongress. It
ed and are submitted for your action. I however,
The question of renewing a treaty for
may
reciprocal
be advisable to modify the taxation and tariff in in- trade between
the United States and the British rail special attention to the recommendation of the
stances where unjust and burdensome discriminaof ordnance for the sale of arsenals and
chief
on
this continent, has not been favorProvinces,
tions are made by tlie present laws, but a
considered
the administration. The advan- lands no longer of any use lo the government; also
general
revision of the laws regarding this subject T would ably of sueh.a by
tages
treaty would be wholly in favor of to the recommendation of the Secretary of War
recommend the postponement ot for tlie present. I the British
Provinces, except possibly a few en- that tile act of the lid of March. 1 Sir), prohibiting
also suggest the renewal of the tax
hut
op incomes,
gaged in the trade between the two sections. \o promotion and appointment in the staff corps of
at a reduced rate,
say of ■'! per cent., and this tax to citizen of the United States would be benelitted
army, lie repealed.
by theTlie
expire in three years with the funding of the na- the
extent of country garrisoned and the numreciprocity. Our internal Revenue taxation
loiial debt as here
I
feel
sale in saving! would prove a protection to the British
suggested.
producer ber of military forts to he occupied, is the same
mat the taxes and the
revenues from imports may almost
reduced army as with a large one. The
with
a
equal to the protection which our manufacbe reduced
safely from sixty to seventy millions tures now receive from the tariff. Some
number of stall' officers required is more dependarrangeper annum at once, and may be still further roduement, however, for the regulation of commercial ant upon tlie latter than the former condition. The
eu from year to year as tlie
resources of the country intercourse between the United Stales and the Do- report of the Secretary of the Navy accompanying
hc report of tlie Secretary of the minion of
this, shows the condition of the navy when this
Canada may bo desirable.
shows the
In
administration came into office and 'the changes
receipts of the government for
EXPATRIATION—PROTECT!*IN OI- CITIZENS.
die fiscal year ending .lune tit),
made since. Strenuous efforts have been made to
is.*), to lie §s:i70.!)4::,The unsettled political condition of the other place as many vessels in commission or render
countries less fortunate than our own, sometimes them tit for service if required, as possible, and to
induces their citizens to come to the United States. substitute the sail for steam while
TIIi: TREASURY department.
cruising, thus
Having secured their object they return to their materially reducing the expense of the Xavv and
The estimates for tlie ensuing year are more
fa- native country and reside there. Without disclos- adding
to
its
greatly
efficiency. Looking to our
vorable to tlie (iovernment. and will no doubt
show ing their change of allegiance they accept official future I recommend a liberal
though not an exa much larger decrease of the public debt.
The re- positions of trust or honor which can only be held travagant
towards
this branch of the public
policy
ceipts 1n the Treasury beyond Expenditures, have by citizens of their native land, they
journey under service.
exceeded the amount necessary to place to the
them to be such citizens, and
The report of the Postmaster General furnishes
credit of die sinking fund, as provided liv law. To passports describing
it is only when civil discord, after perhaps years of a clear and
comprehensive exhibit of the operalock Up the surplus in the Treasury and withhold
quiet, threatens their persons or their property, or* tions of the postal service, and of 1 lie financial conit from circulation would Ieadtosueh a
contraction when their native State drafts them into the'mili- dition of the post office department. The
of the currency as to cripple trade and
ordinary
seriously
service, that the fact of the change of their al- postal revenue for The year ending the fintli of June.
affect the prosperity of the country, i'lider Ihese tary
legiance is made known. They reside permanently IKI'.P. amounted 1o SIMff.-l l.'i.llll. and the expendivntcixiA. Mississippi axi>

n:\ vs.

j

1

■

usury

!

amount
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
T,1C courts have decided that
to t ike ne ws
refusing
Iiapers and periodicals trom the post-office, or removin'*
and leaving them uncalled for, is
:adc evidence
prlm
ot intentional fraud.

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
the colored slips attached to the
paper. It is the only
form of receipt now used.
For instance, i:» May 68,
means that the subscription is
paid to that date. When
a new payment is made, the date will be
Immediately
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
with every paper. Subscribers in arrears arc
requested
to forward the sums due.
4^-In sending money, state THE COST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent.T?**

Tiif. I’uk-ident s Mi;<sa<;k.
tilt! President s Message liv l in
I

UV received
llangor Whi,r

uesday evening, the mail occupying tlic
ilay in floundering through the snow
drifts.
The Whig performed a credit able
newspaper feat in receiving the message by
telegraph, and issuing it entire on Tuesdav
on

whole

Total.

Appleton,

We have

no

week.

22,710.0*!
2,000.09
2.000.00
Friendship.
4, .400.00
Hope.
North Haven. 4,200.00
3tt.00ii.0t.
Boekland.
s. Tlmmaston, 0.17-4.00

Aina.
82.533.3:!
it.101 .t(!
4,010.00
Bremen,
13.24S3:;
Bristol,
Itamariseotta. 0.7-40.00

7,141.00
5,20(1.00
10,704.Hi!

Dresden,
Kdgeeomti,
Jefferson.
Xew 1 a-tle.

great corporations, it

object for either
County—it was in fact

was an

Warren,

Washington.

Matinims Me.
Mu-,1 Bide,
■

I0.2S3.3:!
0.:!41.00
in,2.4(1.(Ml
s,0.4s.3:!
1.233.:!:!
.43:!.:!:!

0.174.01)

Xobleborough.
Somerville,
Southport,

GJS3.03
2..400.00
2.000.00
Waldoliorongii. 10,201.00
4.250.00
Westport.
7.5.4S.33
Whilclield,
11,12 s.00
Wiseasset,
00.00
Mnseihgits fs|e,
*121. no:!.:::;.

Total.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

$2,225.00 Mariaville,
I.:!5s.;t:t
7.!'41.(0!
4.541.(!0
8,(175.00
20.758.:!:!

Brooksville.

It is a fortunate thing- for Belfast that she
struck for railroad communication at the
right moment. While the strife lor legislative favor was going on between the. two

Viualliaven,

St 49,7ns.:!;!.

Boothhay.

Bueksporl,

The long talked of-rheme for railroad consolidation in this State is coining to a head. It will be
remembered that the Maine Central rims from Bangor to Danville -function, and is obliged to go into
Portland over the Brand Trunk. Here the Portland and Kenuehee road have the advantage, for
their road runs into the city. I.n-t winter the Maine
Central succeeded in getting a charter to extend
their road from West Waterville to Xorridgewock,
which is live miles above Skowhegan on the river,
and taps the Kennebec road. Negotiations have
fora long time been going on between these two
roads, and it is now thought a basis for consolidation lias been agreed upon. If these arrangements
are carried out. the gauge of the Maine Central will
he changed and made narrow.
The trunk line
will lie through this valley, and ears will he run
direct from Bangor to Boston. If the Legislature
ratilies this programme, ii will, as a matter of
(treat interest is felt in
course, regulate the tariff,
the success of the consolidation, as it would give
us one powerful corporation which could
compel
the Boston oads to give us more facilities to reach
It is rumored that under the new
‘•the hull.”
management, if carried out, Hon. B. I). Bice, the
popular President of the Portland and Kenuehee,
will assume the duties of President of the new corporation. and Kdwin Xoyes, the Superintendent of
the Miiue Central, will become Superintendent of
(lie consolidated lines. The success of this plan is
for tile public benefit, because the Legislature reserving the right to regulate the tariff, it would not
create a monopoly, and would remove from the
eapitol the corrupting influences of a strong lobby
which each road lias for years had here dancing attendance on each session of the people’s representatives.

Id,008.33

l.IM <ll.X COt’N I V.

time for comment this
Brooklyn.

The Augusta correspondent of the Boston
Herald, under date of the 1st inst., gives the
following account, of the progress and prospects of the consolidation movement—

11,(Si. 3d

Thomaston.
Fnion,

Total,

Blucltill.

RAILROAD MATTERS.

ilfXI V.

s7,710.00 St. (ieorge.

Camden.
Cushing,

morning. We give the message almost com- Amherst,
plete, omitting only some unimportant para- Aurora,

graph-.

stso.oio.GG.
KNOX

t;.2X3.00
Castine,
< Tanbon v Me. 1, >38.00
Deer Isle".
22.408.33
2.001.00
Dedham.
1 ltitt.Ot!
Easthrook.

Eden,
Ellsworth,
Franklin,

5,583.3:!

20,008.38
.5.041.00

s,108.88
5,000.00

(ionldslioro"
Hancock.

2,125.00
tl.Ottl.tiii
7.800.00
1.85S.,‘t:!
8,080.80

Mount Desert.
Orland.
Otis.
Penobscot.

Sedgwick.

1.1:!:!.::::
i.5os.

SuJlivan.

Bangor,

Bradford,
Bradley,
Brewer.

Burlington,

Carmel.
Carroll,
Charleston.

*:,000.09
! ,8254)0

00,575.00
8,788.3:!
4,511.00
11,775.00
2,433.33
0,825.01)
2.041.01!
0.800.00

Chester,

2,100.00

Clifton.

1,725.00
7,700.00
9.083.33
12,000.00
".000.00
.1,1)50.00
200.U0
2,000.00
4.110.00

Corinna,
Corinth.
Dexter.
Dixmonl,

Eddington.
Ediulmrg,

Enfield.

Etna,
Exeter.
(tarland.

Clenhurn.
(ireenlitish,
(ireontteld.

Hampden.
Winn.

Hcrmou,

7,408.88
t.2.50.00
soo.oo
Howland,
Hudson,
4.311.(ill
4.05S.30
Kcuduskcag.
:1.(>50.(M)
Lagrange,
3.801.00
Lee,
Levant,
5.706.00
Lincoln.
0.083.38
Lowell,
1.880.38
Mattawamleag. 2.075.00
Maxlield.
583.38
2.8.58.:!:!
Milford.
Mt. Chase,
1.088.38
7.100.00
Newbury.
7.258.83
Newport.
10,910.00
Dldtown,
13,501.00
Orono,
Holden.

Orrington,

Passadtimkeatr,

11,0:K4.88

Patten.
8,041.00 Plymouth,
1.788.33 Prentiss,
2.000.00 Springliehl.
t.000.00 Stetson.
lO.tiOO.titi Yca/ie,
1.000.00

10,700.00
1,400.00
I.:t75.00
5.350.00
1.sill.tin

1.58:'..:',:!
5.15s..‘ft
5.5(10.110

—

Congress

Monday. In the House,
for a special committee on

melon

Mr.

Lynch moved
navigation, Lilt couldn't get it. Butler
duced a Bill repealing the Tenure of

introolliee

law. The four members from Alabama were
swot'll in. Petitions for according belligerent
rights to Cuba, and for removing duties on

coal, were received.
side to secure \\ ahlo
In the Senate, Mr. Morton introduced a
almost vital, as the balance of power. Few
resolution for restoring Virginia lo the Union.
are aware of it, but this motive
really lay at Mr. Simmer, a bill to
promote a return to
the bottom of the very favorable lease seMr.
Trumbull
a bill makcured by the Belfast and Moosehead Lake special payments.
it a misdemeanor l'or a member of Coning
Road. Had the terms of consolidation then
to recommend any person tor olliee,
been agreed upon, we should not have seen gress
unless reipiestcd by the appointing power.
the Directors of either company here, or an
offer to lease our road at a higher rite than
A statement just made out at the Treasury
three per cent, on its cost.
Department shows the foreign imports in the
When the history of the enterprise is redistricts of Maine to be as follows—Aroosviewed, from its practical start, a year and a took
$1:5,73(1; Bangor $230,009 ; Bath $29.half ago, its success seems almost miracu331 : Belfast $38,313 : ( sistine $7,733; Frenchlous. Starting with what was known to lie
man's Bay, $131; Machias $2..731 ; Portland
a

most

lavorame

ami

wliat were

contract,
$2,923.211): lValdoboio $1,013; Wiscassct
be the reliable subscriptions of
$88.
responsible men, the directors and friends of
the road saw its faint-hearted friends fall off,
Last week wo erroneously stilted that A. E. Clary
the timid capitalists become petitioners for had cut his foot. FI was his brother instead.

believed

to

its credit cried down, the doors
of the local banks closed against it, until the
directors were obliged to raise money on
their personal notes to keep the breath of life
in it. Out of the slough of despond it has
an

injunction,

[Gardiner Journal.
Can anybody tell whether
Clary rut his brother's foot, or

Morrill means that
his brother had rut
his own foot, or that Clary had cut his brother’s
head off. or what was the result of the areident. or
whether there was any areident at all? [Biddelbrd
Journal.

Isn’t the whole matter subordinate to the

brought, by pluck and good manage- question whether lie was insured in The
ment, backed by the pco/ifr: of the city, until
Travellers?
it is sure of becoming a part of the great
railway system of the State, with a guaran- The Belfast Journal having no further use for his
been

teed interest of six per cent, on its stock. Boosters to erow over democratic victories. i< letting [them out to advertisers. Helms an eye to
And, greater than all, our city, with its splen- business. [Oxford Democrat.
did harbor, is to receive the great business
They are only exemplifying Democratic
of the interior, which is its just due.
All principles by earning an honest living. If the
this, we say, is the result of pluck, persever- birds were only related to Grant, they might
ance and faith, united with the most fortuget offices and leather (Jteir nests abundatilnate combination of circumstances.
lv.
And yet there are men in this city, subscribers to the stock of the road, who conAfter copying, word for word, the

Bangor
enterprise and its Whig’s statement of the exact radical mathere is something jority in Minnesota, and
offering to do the

tinue to find fault with the

management, because
which

they imagine to be wrong about it! fullest .justice to the official report, that paper
They are not willing to take a raWroad, with I complains that we “do not even now sei the
all its advantages, which costs nothing, be- matter right”!
For Heaven’s sake, what
cause

somebody,

omewhere,

at

sometime.

would il hare?

and wind, which has tilled up the

high-

Message

of

Ulysses.

To l/ii' finwb awl //<«•.•• «/’ llrpi
nUilin
The Constitution makes ii
my duty to
give yon information, from time to time,
ot the state ol public allairs.
1 am happv to
say that they are most prosperous. \y,> have
all been enabled to draw our salaries with
punctuality, he- which 1 iioiee blessing \ ouehsated to us w> -houh! he duly thankful. The
genius ol our free institutions continuallv
impresses upon us the great maxim that, we
should always seek the greatest
good of ihe
greatest number.and in my judgement, and
doubtless in your own, that 'number i- number one. If my opinion in this respect should
undergo any mod ideation or change it will be
made the subject of a special eommnnication
to you.
Uur

loreign

relations are

m

a

most

happy

com lit ion.
We are blessed with the presence
here at the seat ol' this high-toned govern
ment, of a representative of the empire
Hayti. Most ot you who have attended pub
lie receptions Pave been made aware of thifaet by the exercise of at least two of your
In the quiet little sit downs whieh
senses.
we have
enjoyed together in the pantry ol the
\\ hite House, I have found this
gentlemen in
full sympathy with the great 'inoral
party
whieh rules this country. and has elevated
me to this high position.
He is also a very
lair drinker.
There is a prospect of a verv
remunerative trade with Hayti. We rercntl'v
sold them a war steamer at their own price',
say s.'ib.oi>0—which cost us iialt i million.
They run her until her engines were spoiled,
when I directed her to be taken back, and
the money refunded.
England has not yet paid the Alabama
claims. I have directed that they shall be
pressed with vigor, even to a threat of war.
But it John Bull is ugly, [ shall direct Mr.
Motley to back out and apologize, after the
courageous example of my illustrious predecessor in the Trent ease.
1 should not advise
my personal friends to liny up these claims
at more that seven cents on the dollar.
There is not much to be said about France.
1 appointeil my old Galena neighbor Washburn to the post of minister to that court:
but as In’ don’t eat frogs and can't speak
French his resources for acquiring information are limited.
He has, however, telegraphed to the State Department that Louis
Xapoleon isatllieted with fungus ot tin- bladder, and swears terribly about it.
<'tuning back from foreign part- > tic i.ffairs of our own country, my first diit\ is to
call your attention to the unhappy condition
of our loyal colored fellow citizens if the
South. T regret to s;lv that outrages ,,n that
long suffering class still continue. Information is on file in the Department of military
justice that several rebellions white men in
Georgia, South Carolina and Alabama, have
actually forbidden the freedom ol their bacon
houses and hen-coops to the colored troops
who (ought nobly. 1 recommend that a commission be constituted by Congress to investigate these eases and suggest suitable legislation. 1 also recommend the passage of a
law giving to each free American of African
descent forty acres of land, a pair of mules
with cart and harnesses, live barrels of Hour
and two suits of clothing, including a hat of
the high-top-sweeling' style for wearing f>
meeting. I would suggest t,.i voui-enusid, :
ation, also. il\»‘ jr.tssajjro ol a law ottering

such

*191.301.00.
I'UXOl’.SCOT COUNTY.

°

the wound was inlHeted.
,\ portmortem
animation showed that tin- liver, stomach
impassable probaintestines had been penetrated by the
hul
Reflecting upon the
disappointment that our readers will experi- which lodged beside the spine The yvm:
enee, and
considering the means of -upplvin g is that the man lived so long. The day
the information that the document eonla'ins.it fore his dealli lie yvas married to Mrs.
M, 1
land, late yy ile ot the man who shot
oectired to us that we knew
him.
pretty well what
the illustrious head of the nathm
might, haying procured a divorce, lie leu
could, would or had said, and might as well 1,is property to lie, |)} will,
consistiu;
worth of stock in the New 1
print it as a substitute. It is something dm.
I ribune. his interest in his
wise:
works:.
snow

ways, and rendered them
bly for several days.

u.7X;!.00 premium ot' a fair amount on ranli rliil.l t>«.ru
Surrv.
O.tHMI.OO to
Tremoul,
colored parents, with an established addiTrenton.
7,5(tS.;i3
It
1.5os,:;:; tional gratuity for twins and triplet-.
Waltham,
Verona,
1.400.00 would tend to encourage homo industry, and
Long Island, l’la. I88.88 largely increase the prosperity, dignity and
Plantation, No. 7. 000.00 honor of the countrv.
Plantation. No. 21, 1oo.no
I ho lull elections, I regret to say. wore not
Swan Island, l’la. 1.700.00

Total,

Alton,
Argyle,

A

MODEL MESSAGE.
THE RICHARDSON TRAGEDY,
I'tw unlortimate victim of the
Just as we are expecting to receive the
shootin..
President's Annual Message, the elements lair noticed last week, died on the morn
have combined to produce a terrible storm of ol the -Jd. ,11 tile Astor House, six days

as

we

could have wished.

standing tint large

sums

expended

Notwith-

in i )hio and

Pennsylvania, those States were bat'elv saved,
and next year will be lust to us altogether
New York went against us heavily. I suggest
the passage of some law to counteract Ibis
growing evil. It is clear that if a man persistently votes wrong, lie should not be allowed to exorcise that high prerogative of a
citizen. The ballot is given him I > use, not
abuse. These remarks apply forcibly to the
southern Stales, which tire exhibiting remarkable ingratitude. My lirotlier-in law 1 >• lit is
defeated in Mississippi, because lie persisted
in ignoring my wishes. Had le- done otherwise there would have been no member ot
the family out of office, including that of
Mrs. Grant as well as my own. While 1 regret that the country should mi-s the great
moral spectacle of such an unbroken ring of
virtuous brotherhood, -till I feel that family
discipline must he presi rved.
For a statement of the financial condition
of the country, I refer you to the report of
Secretary Bout well. He will show you that
the public debt is greatly reduced,
i have
not figured it over myself—but take his word
for it, as you and the loyal men of the country doubles- will, lie claim- to havediered a new method of cyphering, by which
two and two make live, which will d"id>tle
The Treasury
grcatly relieve the country
Department generally is highly prosp, r.ei-.
Some mysterious disappearance of eunvnev
having occurred, 1 directed !h< s eretary to
make rigid search for the nth uder. Accordingly lie fastened the door- on*1 ila\ and ha 1
al! the girls who count the hills stripped and
searched. He think- he discover. | the leak.
I regret to say that my personal exche-pn r
does not partake of tiie prosperity of tieThe
treasury.
receipts ot houses, land,
horses, clothing, jewelry, furniture, hoots,
lulls,
&e., hare greatly fallen otf at the
White House since the olliees were disposed
of.
This is much deplored.
It is said that
I’lie Lord loves a cheerful giver.’ and I
want all my friends to he loved.
I congratulate thi' country on a higher standard of
morality among its public servants. After a
recent tea-party, which was attended by the
lion. B. F. Butler, of Massachusetts, the
spoons were carefully counted, and none
were found to be. missing.
It lias been suggested that a committee of investigation into the recent gold
transactions in Xew York, in which (Whin,
Butterfield, Fisk and others were engaged,
will he made by Congress.
Let me -uggesi
that it lie not done. These are worthy men.
I know them well. They are patriotic, and
can be trusted, if any body can.
I.et me call your attention to the fact 'if you
have not before noticed it. that Mr. Bonner’s horse Dexter, lias made the remarkable
1 suggest that a
time of 2.17 l-l to wagon.
vote ot thanks lie accorded to Dexter, for his
efforts to enhance our national reputation at
home and abroad.
I regret to inform you that one of Marshal
Brown’s pups has died by accidently eating a
poisoned sausage. The rest of the littlev are
finely grown, and a credit to tic race.
1 cannot close this communication without
again earnestly recommending that no valuable time lie wasted in an investigation into
the gold speculation. Fn my judgment those
honest men are just as innocent as 1 am tinself.
Hoping, gentlemen, that your joint labors
may increase the prosperity of our glorious
country, I will close this, my tirst annual
I
S. (IIIAXT.
message.
■

The Portland Argils regrets to learn that the
accounts of the late Will. W. Woodbury, as President of the Oeoan Insurance Co. of that city, show
ta deficit so far ns now known of sonic -ix dr scycn
liousand dollars, and it i- feared that forlhci r\initiation will exhibit a lifl lar*'er >{• -ti. it.
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Uul'iis Chapman of Liberty Maine, had a slid' log
at the. knee, limbered and straightened by the
use of “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment,”

A THANKSGIVING MURDER.
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From the Kokomo, (Iml.) Tribune, Nov. 16.

DRY
GOODS, GROCERIES, SMALL WARES,
Bangor 'Whig speaks an encouraging word
Just as the citizens'of this place vrere enCROCKERY-WARE, FLOUR, PROThe, proprietor- of ••Johnson'- Anodyne Liniproposed propel lor line from Penobscot River joying their Thanksgiving Dinner, to-day, a
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>M that be would V mv ri^one-i and not banged. M*riptions.
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The scandal was traced to the family of need not look no further for the required aid.
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A NICE ASSORTMENT.
It is also believed beyond any question that
one at llavfonl Hall.ou Wednesday evening,the 22d
Holiday Pufsknis hm: all can be found at
HAVE JUST BOUGHT AT A BARGAIN A I.AKGK
at which the indies of the Society will offer to the
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Tins is tim best VVOul> COOK MDVK tb it lids ever
been mad-. It will do more
Poking, radiate more heat,
last
and take less fuel, than any other Stove ever
m
the Market.
1 hose art- not -a. .-on* only, for I
will warrant it to do so,
I also have the
COOKING STi>VK that
lire was o\ or put into.

lon^r

bes-’roA!.

MAGEE'S ADVANCE,
And it /s in advance ol any STOVE that is or lias been
made tor burning coal. This stove speak.-* lor itselt, and
I can endorse wh it it savs.
1 have the PARAGON, a NEW I ’<%A E HEATER, t >r
STORKS, OFFICES, HALES and .sliOI's, gotten up
by one who has h.ul practical experience, and is said t
be LULLY and beats the inventor, or any other Mon.
1 am also agent for MAGEE S NEW
Tl LLI.AR
FURNACE which they keep improved up to the times
and for the radiating ot 1 eat keeping of nre, and econo
p
my in fuel has not been beaten by the combined tore
the getters up ot Furnaces.

GET THE BEST,
and i ha\ e got them, CLOTH KS WRINGERS, 1 rne*u
I am also agent Tor DOTY’S CLOTHES WASHER
tint not only knocks the spots off of any Washing M icnine ever made, but the dirt out of the Clothe*.
j&Ageut, l am also, for moreJLight—Liquid Gas, It burn*
better, gives more light, will not explode, and is cheat
that kerosene oil. For sale at J, I WADI.IN’S for 4Q
ct3. per gallon.
1 have for sale, the Tubular Lantern, that given* the
best light, will not smoke, nor blow out, and i- the b«-»i
that has been got up.
1 have got one more new thing, that the world has
ever been crazy for, a new COFFEE STEEPER,
simple
in form, gives you all the strength you can get out of the
coffet. pours out clear, pours a good stream, and Is easy
to be kept clean.
I am also agent to run tin Shebang, and turn th.
crank where ill these things may be found r anything
else that turns up in my line, it price-, so t<>W »|u,t
it astonishes every other man.

—'
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Late with DR. MONROE.

Office, JOHNSON'S BLOCK, Phoenix Row.
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ashore on Trumly's Reef, oil'Cape Klizabelh, directed his confederate, who was
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
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rilling the pecting to find a first class murder.
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Martha Weeks, Adams, Sullivan.
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8th. Sch N berry, Pendleton, Machias.
Ihe crew consisted of
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mate, I*. T, Aehorn ; cook, Kugene Docrow, and the robbers,
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FOSTER'S

Instant Relief from Pain!

\

Boots. Shoes A Kithhers!
THUNKS ami VALISES.
^

I.L persons in want ot the above articles, will tind
It lor their advantage to call upon t iie subscribe?
CITY BLOCK SHOE STORE where may hr
a targe and seasonable stock at the very lowt-l
VI V. i 01,111'M.K.
prices.
owls
Belfast, Nov. 10, lst»d.
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A Sure Cure and Instant Relief
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fenced, well watered and good buildings, house new. A
large orchard of the bvst fiuii, wiiii Cruh-uppi«- ami Pear P-l
trees, Grape vines, (Jherrv, Currant, Wilson and AgriV,
cultural Strawberry. &e.
o
Stock and
Terms easy.

tools

sold at

Apply

to

fair valuation il desired.
.1. ('. LEWIS,
Belfast, Maine.
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Worms in Children.
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Ask your Druggist for //, and if hr ho<
«•/// order it for you.
Manufactured by the Franklin .Me.lic.il A-.-nci iti.m
No. tj.s Winter St., Boston, Mass.
Tills Association are also Proprietors and M uni fa u
rers of I»r. Foster’s justly celebrated* itarrh Keim-dy
I y r:»

80,000

To be Cedar, XIacuiHur. Yellow Anh and
Uemloek- 9 feet long, fi inch face, and 6 inches
thick. Also a quantity of Hemlock or other timber
for crib-work. Dimensions will be furnished at the Contractors’ office. Parties desiring to furnish the above,
or a portion of it, may apply to
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SUBSCItlBEK oilers his farm for.Kale,
situated in Northpor on a good road, and in
healthy and pleasant location, thirty minutes
ride from the Post Office, Depot and Steamboat
wharves, Said farm contains :>l acres good land, suit-

Sheriff’s SaleWai.i>o,

ss.

on Execution
rpAKi:\
vs. William
L

in favor of l’cter \V. A>
Murray, and will be sold at public an
tion, on the i!4th day of
A. I>. |s;o, »t t
o'clock, in the afternoon, at the office of A. K. Watson,
in Unity, in said County, all the right In equity which said
TENNANT &
William Murray of Vassalboro, Kennebec < ounty, .Star,
of Maine, has or had on the ’Oth day of March, A. I».
Contractors B. & M. L. R. R.
1 SCO, being the time ol the attachment ot the same on
the original writ in the ac< ion to redeem the following
tl20
Belfast, Nov. 21, 1SC*0.
described real estate, situated ill the town of Ktn>\, in
said County of Waldo, known as a part of the Hugh
Gilchrist farm and bounded as follows, to wir.on the
west by the road leading from the County road to Win.
GOOD HOUSE well finished, with I. and Hanton’s; on the north by laud in possession of George
O.
Clement; on the east by said Clement’s land, or by
barn and about. 1 1-2 acres of land, at Saturday
Cove Northport .To a person wishing a pleasant the County road leading from Knox Corner to Eric
!dom
Village; being that tract ot land conveyed to \\ IIsituation this offers superior inducements. Apliam Murray, by John Haskell, the above described
to
A. E. I-LETCH EK.
-Iin20
premises
being subject to a mortgage given to Peter W.
Northport, Nov. Zi, ls(W.
Ayer, of Freedom, to secure the sum ot two hundred
and fifty dollars, payable in six months from its date,
dated tlio llth day of January, ISO?, on which there G
now due two hundred and sixty-seven dollars and
thirty
eight cents, which said mortgage was assigned and con
NOW IS THE TIME TO DKl’OSI T.
veyed to Crosby Fowler of Unity, in said County of Waldo, the ‘-’atil day ol February, A. I). lStW, by the said
Peter W. Ayer, which said assignment is recorded In
penny saved is a penny earned.”
Hook MS, page 417, Waldo Registry of Deeds, said nn
made Oil orbetore the 1st of December, gage is recorded in Hook M4,
page ;»oii of said Keglstr>
January, February, March «*r April, will be placed of Deeds.
A. BERRY, Deputy Sheriff.
1
St
upon interest on the 1st of each month.
Nov.
*0.
:u .*1
Uulty,
-t»,
Deposits received daily at the Banking Koom,lromn
to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 P. M. Saturdays from 9 to 12 A.M.
ASA FAL NCK, Prest.
JOHN II. QUIMBY, Treas.
til 9
Belfast, Nov. 15, 1809.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
Bankruptcy,
TlfE
Waldo, will be held the oflice of tlie
Dec.
next Court of

County of
Register of
29, A. 1 >. iso,

for the

at

Probate, in Belfast,
at 9 o’clock, A. M.

Wednesday,

on

PETER Til ACHER.
5th District, Maine.
tt .M

Register

Bellas!. Nov. 27. 1809.

>

G P. LOMBARD,

SURGEON RENT 1ST.
(Office llrst

door

south ol llaylord Block.)

CHURCH STItKKT,
W .Nitrous Oxide ti.is

tfW
or

BKI.FAST,

MAIM

Titlier administered.
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Farm Wanted.

Wanted.
FACHANOF, A (ioop WORK
cow.
Apply to J.C. LEWIS,

WANTED—TO
Horse lor

Nov.

29, 1 .-Or.

a

B. lt.i- t, Maine.
1121

A SMALL FARM IN BELFAST OR
within ten miles. State particulars lowest cash

WANTED

price ami address I*. O. Box '.M,
I', ll.i 1. Nov.

'.:w2J

I SHALL

whom Major Fitch

BESATISFiED.

Not here! not Love!j not where the

sparkling

waters

Fade into mocking s inds as we draw near:
Where in the wilderness each footstep tatter—
i shall lie satisfied: lutoh, not here.
Xot here, whore every dream of bliss deceives
us,
Where the worn spirit never gains ils goal,
Where haunted ever by the thoughts that grieve

Across' the

floods of hitter memory roll.

There is a land where every pulse is thrilling
With raptures earth's sojourners may not
know.
Where heaven's repose the weary heart is stillAnd

ing.

peacefully

life's time tossed currents flow.

Far out of sight while yet the flesh enfolds us.
Lies the fair country where our hearts abide:
And of its bliss is naught more wondrous told us.
Than these few words—“I shall be satisfied.”

Satisfied! satisfied! the spirits yearning
For sweet companionship with kindred minds—
Die silent love which here meets no returning—
l’lie iusiratinn which no language finds—

shall they In -atislied?

The soul's vague long-

ing—
The aching void which nothing earthly fills!

fii! what desires upon my soul are thronging
As 1 look upward lo the heavenly hills.

Thither my weak and weary steps are tending;
Savior and Lord! with my frail child abide;
<>nidi me toward home, where, all my wander-

ings ending.

I then shall see thee, and be satisfied.
SO LONG AGO.
<>h. y w.thful love! the golden time,
When life was in its joyous prime;
How fair each llower, how green each tree.
As hand in hand 1 walked with thee.
So long ago.
l‘»« ncath the beauty of thy brows,
Thine eyes shown soft; tliy whispered vows.
A- on mine ear their accents fell.
I loved the music passing well.
So long ago.
And 1 looked love into thine eyes.
While brightly beamed the summer skies.
And round us breathed the sweet perfume
of summer roses ri< h in bloom.
So l >ng ago.
■Tis pad : .\s summer roses die.
A
fades jhe light from earth and sky.
Wh<n night conies on—so beauty goes.
And wither- like the. radiant rode
< >f
long ago.
Yet think not that 1 blame thee, dear:
*Ti> hut the fate of mortals here
I'o lose their charm, when no more lieThe light that shone in once-loved eyes,
So long ago.
Ihil there’s

a

light that's better far—

lady light which, like a star.
When the dark night of life comes on.
1»« am- from the eyes whence youth ha- tlown.
So long ago.
A

The light of heaven! oh, may it shine
< Mi thee, and may a grace divine
< Mi thee be shed, as fades
away
The tender radiance of the May
Of long ago.

A

CHAPTER OF

THE STONEWALL
ASTER.

DIS-

A earb-<l<‘-risUi' was taken from a trunk of
Lillies luiliinir. It represented rather a fleshy |;1,]y;
dark brown hair done lip in braids and hanging low
nil tile neck: the collar was white and narrow' and
had a bren-t-piii; right hand resting on table, and
riding gloves on: ear-rings; forehead high and featCould it have been the late lamented
ures regular.
Mrs. Emma Fiteh, No. 1.540 Broadway* (St, l.ouis
Democrat report of the Stonewall disaster.]

This

was

all there

was

about “Mrs. Emma

Fiteh,” and the reporter went on with the
terrible story of the wreck; of bodies recovered and bodies lost; of bodies stark and
cold: of bodies charred and blackened; and
the bodies that had been found were all sys-

tematically numbered, so that the reporter,
in making up the list, gave every dead
body
a
paragraph, and piled them one above the

other in the newspaper columns, for the better identification bv the friends who
might he
searching for the lost.
In all the account, however, there was.
perhaps. no more significant paragraph than
that about the photograph.
Mrs. Emma
Fitch was among the lost, but this was all
there was that told of the unhappy fate of
this singular woman, She was best known
in Louisville. Mrs. Fitch, as she called herself, was the daughter of a respectable citizen of Louisville,
now dead; her maiden
name Serena Talbot.
When a girl, her parents almost idolized her, and when as she
budding into womanhood, she became the
wife of one of its wealthiest business men. it
seemed to her doting father that his darling
child was being torn from him forever.
l’elted and spoiled though she was, and
more a doll than a wife, the husband loved
her, and did everything in his power to promoti her happiness,
lie purchased a farm
near the eitv. and the
young wife drove in
her carriage from her beautiful
country residence whenever <he had occasion to visit her
A footman and all the modern
parents.
magnificence calculated to inspire pedestrian
awe, accompanied the carriage, and many
an envious eye turned that way whenever
her shimmering chariot wheels sounded their
genteel coming behind two spanking bays.
She came to the city often, and,
although she
seemed the happiest of wives, her father,
since her marriage, had been the unhappiost
of men, and it was not long before her parents were urging her to abandon her husband
and return to her old home. Strange to say,
they at length succeeded in persuading her
to return, and to the infinite astonishment of
her husband, lie was obliged to give her
l’he singularity of the‘ease attracted a
up.
great deal of attention at the time, and sympathy was expressed for the husband, who was
highly esteemed as a worthy as well as a
wealthy gentleman. In order to be entirely
free from him, the capricious Serena went
away to Washington, where she remained .six
months in order to obtain a divorce.
She
waited in vain at the capital, for the divorce
was refused.
Next she made a pilgrimage
to In liana, where the divorce was
granted, and, thus healed of matrimony, she
came home.
Here was a most unpromising
beginning
lor a young woman, ami a very extraordinary sort of life followed upon" this beginning, as might well have been expected.
The divorced wife, in (he course of time fell
a victim to a second love, and married an
actor by the name of Swift, of course much
against the will of her parents. Swift the
goes, was a fat man, but strutted his
story
brief hour in Louisville to some
advantage.
This fair Serena, as Mrs. Swift, soon develinto
an
but
on
oped
actress;
making her debut was hissed from the
stage, and her theatrical career then and there saw the
beginning of its end. Her dramatic associations
ruined her, and in the course of time she became separated from her second
husband,
from whom she was finally divorced. Her
father, it is said, died of a broken heart utter her second marriage.
Next she became notorious as the paramour of Major Fitch, a Michigan officer, who
was for some time provost marshal at this
point. Of her intimacy with this man, and
some of its fearful results, some
account
was
published in August, 1SG8. The following is an extract:
“Major Fitch was all- that a gentleman
could be—kind, courteous and polite, and
soon became very popular,
moving in the
highest social circles, and mingling freely
with the merry and gay of his fellows. lie
was a married man, his wife and sweet little
girl child residing
Kalamazoo, one of the
most beautiful of the cities of
Michigan, and
where lie had entered the Federal service.
Ilis father a venerable and
highly esteemed
citizen, was also a resident of that place, and
no
man
home
at
bore a more spotless
reputation than did Major Fitch.
“While in Louisville, he was, like most
other military men, a patron of the drama,
and frequently visited the theater, which, at
that time, was hardly conducted as such an institution should be, for the theater-goers were
almost as familiar with the doings behind the
scenes as with tire performances before the
curtain, the “people” having many acequaintances among the audience, and being allowed to receive friendly visits from favorites.
With one of the troupes then playing was
Miss Swift, an actress of moderate merit, to

finally

a(

one
day was introduced.
acquaintance ripened, and the Major be-
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SHERMAN HOUSE BOSTON.
Formerly Hancock House, Court Square.
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms, One Dollar per day for each person.

This House now stands among the first Hotels
in Boston, having been lately refurnished ar.d put in perfect order. BAUNlvY HULL, Proprietor.
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Hinsdale, N. II.
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BANNER,

SEWING MACHINE
Pricr only $1S. Great inducements to Agents. This is the most popular Sewing
Machine ol the day—makes the famous “Elastic Lock
Stitch”—will do any kind of work that can be done on
any Machine—100.000 sold and the demand constantly increasing. Now is the time to take an Agency. Send
for circulars.
Harare of infring ers.^sr Address
SECOMB k CO., Boston, Mass., Pittsburgh, Pa., or St.
Louis, Mo.
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Duval,

Dll. 01.14'. 27 Stouil St.. 4. 4'.. treats all pri
vate
diseases, Seminal Emissions, impotency, kcBoarding in establishment if desired, Thousands of
cases from every State indicates t!;<- Doctor's skill. Sealed pamphlet for li stamps.
£9 1<»5S l llUi 14C- W 3T1101T H 441 HE
By 31. George Villo, Professor of Vegetable Physiology at the Museum ol Natural History, Paris. Published
under the direction ol the Massachusetts Society lor
promoting Agriculture. Third edition. 12mo. lus
pages. .‘Jo cts.
<«E47EJL14 POILTII4 lBllEEDI4Ct ¥4 A
Commercial
ol View. With an introduction by
Charles L. Flint, Secretary Massachusetts State Board of
Agriculture. 1 vol., l hno, with ST illustrations, cloth.

J’oint

$l.-3.
U HY< 4 04 THE SOI 1.140 OF CATTLE
—Illustrated from experience; and an Address containing Suggestions which may be useful to Farmers by
Hon. .Josiah (Quincy, with a Memoir of the author by
Edmund Quincy. Hmo, cloth. $l.g5,
Copies sent
by mail on receipt of price. Published by A. Williams
k Co., Booksellers, Boston, Mass.
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L. A. GUAY, A. M.,
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have for sale Sit. Louis County anil Citv
llonils. Information cheerfully furnished by .addressing SAM E A. GAYLORD & CO., Stock and liotul
Brokers, St. Louis, Mo.
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fur transacting tiiis immense business
better t Inin ever before. Wc have agents in all the
principal cities to purchase goods from the Manufacturers, Importers, an.l others, lor Cash, and often at an
immense saeriiice lrom the original cost of production.
(Jar stock consists, in part, of the following
goods
are

v

ro THE \\ ORlvlNG CLASS.—We are now
prepared
to furnish all classes with constant
employment at home,
the whole ol' the time or for the spare moments. Business new, light and profitable.
Persons of either sex
easily earn lrora 50c. to $5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devoting their whole time to the business.
Boys and girls earn nearly as much as men. That all
who see this notice may send their address, and test the
business, we make this unparalleled oiler : To such as
arc not well satisfied, we will send $1 to
pay for the
trouble of writing. Full particulars, a valuable sample,
which will do lo commence work on, and a
copy oi The
People's Literal')/ Companion—one of the largest and
best family newspapers published—all sent lr, e'bv mail.
Reader, if you want permanent, profitable work, address
E. C. ALLEN & CO., Augusta, Main!-:.

selling

styles.
We have also made

of the newest

arrangements with

of the
to sell
authors at

some
enable us

that will
flic standard and latest works of popular
about one-half the regular price :-such as By
kon, MooiiE,
ltrnss, Mii.tok, and Tennyson's Works, in full
ami Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds of others.
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WORK,

in

THESE AND EVERYTHING ELSE FOR

One Dollar for Each Article.
We do not offer a single article of
merchandise, that
he sold hy regular dealers at our price. We do not
ask you to buy goods from us unless we can Bell them
cheaper titan you can obtain them in any other way
while the greater part of our goods are sold at about

do better with this book than with any other
Great inducements offered, and Agents wanted
township in the United States.

can

extant.
in every

Jesvelry,

leading Publishing Houses,

immense numbers in all sections of our
land. It is fresh, lively and sparkling; splendidly illustrated with elegant Steel Portraits, fjrr, Iwhi will
want a copy; gentlemen will want it for them. No family can afford to be without it. Agents, particularly

ladies,

can

—

EXTRA PREMIUMS GIVEN
To

fl^For Sale at CAI A IN HKRVEY’S, Agent. Belfast.
JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport.
tl 15

One-Half the

good energetic
women, in addition to our
terms. Send for Circulars, with complete information and terms. Address HARTFORD |»n*.
L1KK1IIG <■©., Hartford. Conn.
men or

regular

Wo

L.

LORD'S

Regular

itated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring It to normal healthful condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
Bowels in a speedy manner. This elegant preparation
has stood the test of years. A wine-glass full before eating will give a good appetite, and prevent all sull'eringfrum indigestion. I.adics of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
wine glass full before retiring will insure sweet and re
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, -i5 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by Si, A. HOM ES .V CO.
In Stockton, by jOII\ SI. AME* and mt«i. I*.
E. KI.1IBA11.
ij-5

want

Rates.

of New York;

understand that not any other firm in flic business can compete with us in
any way whatever.
As these free tickets are only good for the
Holidays,

you to

We will send a handsome prospectus of our H Elf fl I,.
U STIMri:il FUHIL1 UIBLEto any book
agent, freeot charge. Address NATION A L PUBLISH-

you must send in your orders belore the gutli of January, 1870.
In every order amounting to over $50,
accompanied by
the cash, the Agent may retain $2.00, and in every order
of over $100, $3.00 may bo retained to

ING CO., Boston, Mass.

ATTED-For Ho»v to Make
tlie Farm Pay. A sure, sale and practical
ACJBMXS
Guide to
Farmer.
H

PAY THE EXPRESS CHARGES.

Stock llaiser, Gardener and
every
By this book yearly prolits may be
laud increased in value, poor men made rich,
and honest labor rewarded. English and German. Evbuys it. 000 sold in a lew townships. Hundreds in a single township. Agents can lind no better
work during the Fall and Winter. Farmers auil their
sons can each mate *IOO per month. Send lor circular.
Address
ZF.1GLER, McCOIlDY & CO.,

Fruit Culturist.

This offer is

doubled,

more

especially

to assist

Agents

in the

Western and Southern States, hut is open to all custom-

ers.

erybody

COMM Ik MlOXff:
Agents will be paid ten per cent, in Cash or Merchandise, when they eiu. up their entire cluu, for which
below we give a partial List ot Commissions :

For till order of $:»»», from a club oi
thirty, we
will pay the Agent, as commission, 28
yds. Brown or
Bleached Sheeting, Hood Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl. French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, Fine
large White Counterpane, etc., etc., or $3.00 in cash,
For tin order of $50. from a club ot fifty, wc will
pay the Agent, as Commission, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress Pattern, Handsome Wool Square Shawl, Silver-Case
Watch, etc., etc.,
or $5.00 in cash.
For tin order of $100. from a club of one hundred, wc will pay the Agent, as Commission, 100 yds.

Spriuglield, Mass.

«E'I»K. -Tlli: KEAI. “origi*‘XXlJ®TE“'*
X3l nal.-* 22,000 said. Toll how to hunt, trap aud
catch ALL animals from mink to bear. $iq tanning
secrets. 04 pages, well bound. Every boy needs it. it
will PAY. Money refunded if not satisfied. Only 25
cts., post-paid. Address HUNTER & CO., Publishers,
Hinsdale, N. II.

good yard-wide Sheeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Case
Watch, Rich Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool French
for
Christmas, Plays, Cassimere, etc., etc., or $10 in cash.
Fairy Story
Puzzles and Wonders. 10 large pages, illustrated.
Wc do not employ anydtravclling Agents, and cusSent FREE on receipt of 2 cents stamp for postage. tomers should not pay
inoWy to persons purporting to
ADAMS & CO., 25 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.
be our agents, unless personally acquainted.
SEND KOIEIMLWIVD IIV ItEUIg.
TCKE1I LETFEKk,

HOLIDAY JOURNAL FOR 1870.
a

Book Agents Wanted.
TO SELL
“Our

New

For full

West.”

BY SAMUEL BOWLES.
The most popular, valuable, and in every way best
Book on the Great West ever published.
OVER 25,000 CO 1*1 KM MOLl>
In first six months, and an increasing demand daily.
Agents will find tills the most profitable, as well as the
easiest book to canvass for extant. The most liberal
terms given, and exclusive territory assigned. Send for
our circular, with full information.
Address

HARTFORD PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.

j

particulars

send for

Catalogues.

PARKE XT <Sc- CO.,
.98 & 100 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

Fishing
t

Is

Vessel for Sale.

THE schooner SENATOR, 34 tons O. M.
in good order and well found in
sails,
Will be sold very low.
K. B. O ARON Kit,

rigging, cable, &c.

|

Buckspoit.

command you to attach the goods or estate o!
E. D. I*. Nichols, of Sear sport, in the County ol
Waldo, to the value of two thousand dollars; and summon the said defendant (it he may be found within
your
precinct,) to appear before our Justices of our Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April
next, then and there in our said Court to answer unto
Thomas Baker, of Boston, in the County of Suffolk and
State of Massachusetts, in a plea of the case, for that
the said defendant, on January 2d, 1807, on board the
ship Matilda, of Searsport. Maine, in the harbor of Montevideo, to wit, at said Belfast, with force and arms, on
the body of the plaintiff, an assault made and him then
and there beat, wounded and evilly entreated and then
and there with force as aforesaid violently threw the
plaintiff upon the deck of the said ship, arid him, the
plaintiff, then and there lying, the said defendant did
cruelly beat and wound as well by striking him with his
fists as with his feet, and then and there gave the plaintiff such a violent blow, that he thereby broke one of his
legs and endangered his life and other outrages, injuries
and enormities on the
he the said defendant
then and there committed against our peace, and to the
as he says, the sum of two thoudamage of the
sand dollars, which shall then and there be made to appear with other due damages. And have you there this
writ with your doings therein.

WE

plaintiff,

plaintiff

Witness—John Appleton, Chief Justice of

said
Court,, at Augusta, this sixth day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and six-

ty-seven.

our

W, M. STRATTON, Clerk.

State of Maine,
Waldo, ss.
{
Judicial
Court, October Term, A. D.
Supreme
1869.

plaintiff give notice of the pendency
of his suit to the defendant, by causing an attested copy
of this writ with this order thereon, to be
published
three weeks
in the

before the next term of our said Court, to beholden at
Belfast, within and for the County of Waldo, on the lirst
Tuesday of January next, that the said defendant may
then and there appear and take upon himself the defcncj
of this suit, if he shall see cause to do so.
Attest-S. L. Ml LI.I KEN, Clerk.
A trui* copy. Attest—y. L.
Clerk, |\*0
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FREIGHTS REDUCED!
ON and alter June

7th, the New and Elegant Steamer

CAMBRIDGE,
CAPT. J. P, JOHNSON, and the KavoritcSteamer

KATAIIDI1NT,
CART, HENRY S. RICH, will run as follows:
Leave BELFAST for BOSTON. MONDAYS, WEDNESDAY'S, and FRIDAYS at 2 o’clock 1’. M,

Phthisic!

Phthisic !

l*ro|»a*i«‘tor.

llelfaNt, Maine,

BEirRHHICi,
BOSTON for BELFAST, MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAYS, at 5 o’clock 1*. M.
Fare to Boston, $:».50. To Loa ell, $4.50.
**"A1I freight must be accompanied by Steamer’s re
ceipts in duplicate. Freight bills must be paid on delivery of Goods.
Orders received at No. 15 Phenlx Row. I
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MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD

TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, x<
LADIES. —The celebrated DU. L. DIX
1 particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or A lull and complete assortment of (iroeeries, whuh winvite purchasers to call and examine, an l \v« will
Surgical adviser, to call at his Booms, ::1 Endicott St.,
Boston, Mass., which they will iind arranged tor their
make prices satisfactory.
W.M. 15. SWAN
special accommodation.
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practicioners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
disenargea which flow from a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
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good reliable agents in every part of the
Country. Hy employing your spare time to form clubs
and sending us orders, you can obtain the most liberal
commissions, either in Canh or iflerrliaiidise. ami HE 1ST PLY
all goods sent by us will be as
represented, and we guar106 SUDBURY STREET,
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the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relict guaranteed in a
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new mode
ol treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, and the afllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in 11
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wi h
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1815, having conlimd bis \vi 1.>I» attention fo an ofliee practice for the cure of Private Di.-ea-vs
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
..■?■!<•?• in tin
United States.
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mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee" may be obtained for
professedly curing, or “the dollar," or fraction of it,"
I maybe obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are dectived, also, ami spend large amount-fur expertI nu nts with quackery.
DR. DIXbS
I charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, coni dition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all part of the

con-

one

arrangement, &c.
instructions given and satisfaction guaranteed.
IIHUSKY & WOODWARD

Weed

1

BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known t->
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, rcgardle->
of the life and health of others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving

Department

presented from 30

Full

remedy, he relies upon Mkkckry and gives it
patients, in Fills, Drops, &e., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is said of
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
left to linger and sutler for months or years, until
lieved or cured, if possible, by competent physicians.
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Merino Hosiery, 12 1-2 cts.
Merrimac Prints, Remnants, II cts.
A. W. De Laine, 30 cts.
Linen Finish Paper Collars. 16 cts. per Box.
Oil Cloth Table Covers at attractive prices.

to

their
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OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing

In great varietg and at TjO W prtees.

Lancaster Bed Spreads at $1.50.
Yard Wide Brown Cottons, 12 cts.
Linen Table Covers, 75 cts.
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to a bottle of

Beta itbbcrtiscments.
Pay to 14 per cent, on the investment, and oll'cr good
end ample security.
We have a large list of the various
County llontl* of miftNonri (mostly issued lor
building Railroads and School houses), to which we respectfully call the attention of Eastern capitalists. We

cannot

THIBETS,
A generous capital has been inOTTOMANS,
vested to make this department
EPPILINES,
attractive, and to furnish our

Hayford Block,

College,

OF

customer

There are at present many styles ot Machines, u*
rious prices in the market, making it important that bn
ts should understand the
qualifies of each, thus beemn

through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the (lend, who cannot expose
or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects of different herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their Fills, Extracts, Specilics
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything." hut nowknown to “kill more than is cured,*’ am!'those not
killed, constitutionally injured for Me.

PRICE AND STYLE.

_

PORTLAND

In the voyage of life we should initiate the
aneienl mariners, who. without losing -iglit
of the earth, trust.'.I to lie' hca\>'iil\ signs

equally good for fine or heavy work.
Sewiug Machines are too well known to requite
detailed essay on the great advantages they are
capablrendering to all classes of people.

pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Sonic exhibit form d
Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which never \i> I
iu any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas o:
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in nanu s of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be doe ived
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avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
quacks, more nv.ncrons in Boston than in other large
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SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in treatment oi‘ Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens, Publishers,
Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &c., that he is :noch recommended, and pa

save
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DRESS GOODS.

first class Cloak Maker of

intend to spare no pains in
making this department an ornament to Waldo.

Address Hudson Hirer H ire
Chicago, Hichinond or Mem-

How ■

t/nc only entrance to his office i lo. iI. hav
connection with lus residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any per-on
hesitate applying at his office.
DR. DIX
boldly asserts, (and it cannot he contradicted, except by
quacks, who will «ay or do anything, oven perjuu themselves, to impose upon patients,) that he
IS THE ONLY KKOII.AU OUADUATK. IMIYSK IAN
ADVKRTISIN<; IN' BOSTON.
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and
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DR. JL. lilVM
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
il Endicott Street, Rattan,
arranged that patients never see or hoar each other

so
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ing
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and Astrachan Cloaks is solicited.

<£ 7 ^ H CLOfifV;‘r M°ni/t2)ai<i to Agents, salary or
O MJ2£UUeornmission, to sell our Patent
4)f
White H ire Clothes J.ines.
J['oris, T-j Win. St., A )

is

bargains,

Have been INDUCED

in constant reception of Patterns from
New York and Boston. The
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BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OB MARRIED.

Simonton Bros. &Co.

cloth being cut
Free of Cliargo
when purchased at our Store. An examination of the latest style VELVETEEN
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WAN TED—AGEN I'M. if'.ViO per month to sell the only
GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY
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obtain the

can

best

inducements to
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We

are en-
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they
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Knit

AGENTS WANTED everywhere to sell the AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE, the only practical Family Knitting Machine ever invented. Price $20. Will
knit 2,0000 stitches per minute. Address AMERICAN
KNITTING MACHINE CO.. Boston, Mass., or St.
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their DRY GOODS where

Prices, and would bring

before the reader the fol-

A true woman, liowover, sue tun not <iuue
gave up, and resolved to make at least one

for their

Vegetable Soap.

(SR/ Ui 'uLL BE FORFEITED ISV Da. I.. DIX I
VOX /X / if failing lo cure in less lime than any !
other physician, more effectually and
permanently, with I
less restraint from
.cupation or less exposure to all
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
SELF-ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
Skin; Lleers of the Nose, Throat ami body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness: Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad-

WOMAN’S

the GOLD PANIC in New York

During

STOCK of

reproach.

desperate effort for his redemption, remembering what die hadjjccn and hoping'for tlie
tnture. She implored him to return with her
and abandon the life he was leading. Imt all
her supplications and the appeals of ids old
father proved unavailing. Vile was lost forever. As a last resort site went to the woman
wito had robbed her of all site held dear, and
on her .knees, begged the base harlot to release her husband, to give him back to her
for tlie sake of her darling child, and for the
sake of the old father whose head was bowed
in shame and disgrace. The only answer of
the vile woman was a peremptory order tor
Mrs. Fitch to leave the house.
“Finding all efforts fruitless, tlie unfortunate lady decided to return home, and the
sad trio went back to Michigan. There she
soon became an inmate of the mad-house,
and shortly after died, a raving maniac.
Just before his regiment was mustered out.
Major Fitch resigned, and from that time his
descent to the lowest depth of a wretched
life was rapid and sure, lie continued to
live with his companion in infamy a long
time, and both figured conspicuously in the
police court, at various dates, ns keepers of
a disorderly house and disturbers generally.
Xot long since, he suddenly disappears!
from tiie city, and left no hint of his proposed destination, nor did any one care to en<|iiire whither tlie wretched sot had gone.
Miss Swift, the actress, the heartless destroyer of a happy home, tlie murderess of a pure,
loving wife; who lias covered with ignominy
and shame a helpless child and once proud
lather, is now an inmate of a house of illfame in Louisville."
She story of Serena's career in Si. Louis,
so far as is known, is .soon told.
Fitch went
to that city in hi- reliraey, Imt had little more
lie proved himself lit for
to do with her.
nothing, and even lost a situation as driver of
a street ear, so utterly worthless had ite become.
“Mrs. Fitch” got aboard the steamer
Stonewall, at St. Louis, in company with a
female friend,intending to go to New Orleans,
and both she and her companion were lost in
the terrible disaster at Xeeley’s Landing.
How they died, whether by lire or flood, may
never be known. The hoi flames of the burning wreck may have been their winding
sheet, or the dark waters may have closed
over them as they struggled with tlie rest less
current.
Whatever may have been their fate,
certainly the case looks very much as if it
were a terrible retribution,
long withheld,
inti sure as the, vengeance of an offended
Hod always is.

GOLD PANIC!

Itch) jlbimttscmmis,

of her warmest admirers. Possessed of a jovial, careless disposition, he became
an easy prey to her wiles, and, though being
aware of the power she had gained over him,
instead of attempting to break the web her
skillful lingers had woven, he gave himscll
up soul and body.to thc^teinpter.
Ilist letters home, where his poor wife was
praying for his safe return, indicated nothing
of what was transpiring in Louisville, and
less frequently,
though they began to come and
never once
she accepted all his excuses,
suspected the man she would gladh have
died for. Finally Hie ceased writing alto
o-ether. and for months’no tidings reached
her save the mere mention of him that came
in occasional letters of some brother oilieer.
Determined to learn the worst, she set out
from Kalamazoo in company with the father
of the Major and her little daughter, and
Here the terrible truth
came to Louisville.
The actress had abanwas revealed to Ivor.
doned die stage and was living in open
adultery with Major Fitch. Nor was ibis
Evil companions and the dram shop
all.
had worked a powerful change in tins once
sober, clear-headed oilieer, and the heartbroken wife was appalled at the ruin that had
been wrought to one she had believed above
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KS, No* 1 Bultinch Street, Boston.

N. 1L— l>r. II. may be consulted in strictest conlLU11
on all diseases requiring skill, secresy and » \peri* n>
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